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CHAPTER I

Introduction

1. GENERAL BACKGROUND

In recent years there has been a rising interest in the in-

teraction of atoms with metal surfaces. Especially resonant

electron transfer between atoms and metals has been the sub-

ject of many theoretical and experimental studies.

Some atoms like the alkalis, are easily ionized when they

are on or near a metal surface. Adsorption of these atoms on

a metal surface induces polar bonds between adsorbates and

substrate, which results in a surface electrostatic dipole

layer. With a coverage of half a monolayer this dipole layer

can reduce the work function of the metal to 1/3 of the unco-

vered value.

Especially the pioneering work of Gadzuk [1] resulted in a

theoretical description and calculation of this effect from

first principles.

Since the days of Langmuir and Taylor [2] it also has been

recognized that scattering of thermal alkali and alkaline

earth-elements and many compounds of these elements on high

work function metals is a very effective means to ionize these

elements.

In addition, from incandescent low work function surfaces

negative ions can be thermally emitted, especially the halide

anions which have the highest electron affinities.
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By making use of thermodynamical arguments, Saha and Lang-

muir [3,4] could describe the thermal emission of ions from

metal surfaces. They derived an expression for the positive

ionization coefficient B+, which is defined as the positive

ion fraction emitted from the surface,

where gx is the statistical weight (degeneracy) of the rele-

vant state, * the work function of the metal and I the ioniza-

tion potential of the emitted atom. A similar relation can be

derived for the emission of negative ions with an electron

affinity S,

p =

These relations are valid under (quasi-)equilibrium condi-

tions. For thermal incident atomic beams the sticking factor

commonly is close to unity, and the Saha-Langmuir equation can

be applied with good results. For example for thermal emission of

sodium from tungsten the Na fraction is of the order of 40%,

for thermal emission of hydrogen from a cesiated tungsten sur-

face the H~ fraction is of the order of 0.01%.

Many experiments, however, indicate that much higher

efficiencies can be attained if the particles are emitted
A

with higher (hyperthermal) velocities (> 1.0. 10 m/s). Evi-

dence for this is obtained from Secondary Ion Mass Spectrome-

try, sputtering and in particular, from beam experiments in

the eV range. This holds for positive as well as negative

ionization.

Recently, the possibility of surface ionization - positive

as well as negative ionization - by scattering hyperthermal

ions or neutrals at a metal surface has been explored very in-

tensively. This large interest is mainly due to the possibili-

ties of applying surface ionization in input and output devices
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of fusion experiments as for example neutral beam injectors

and neutral particles detectors.

Neutral injection, that is the energy transfer of beams of

high energetic neutral hydrogen or deuterium atoms to a hydro-

gen plasma, can be seen as one of the most promising methods

for the heating of fusion plasmas. These high energetic neu-

tral beams are made by first producing a low energetic posi-

tive or negative beam. These charged beams are accelerated to

the required energies; hereafter neutralization of the fast

ions takes place. Positive ion beam technology is at this mo-

ment the most advanced technique, but it becomes more and more

clear that the required neutral beams of hundreds of keV and

tens of amperes can be only efficiently produced by neutrali-

zation of H~ <D~) ions (figure 1). One way to produce these

negative hydrogen beams is by colliding prdÉons with low work

function surfaces like cesiated tungsten.

20 50 K» 200

Energy (keV/ deuteron)

500 XX»

Fig. 1 - Neutralization efficiency for positive and negative

ions. The efficiency for negative ions can be consi-

derably increased by using for the neutralization

a gas eel (1) instead of a plasma eel (2) or a iaser-

photodetachment eel (3).

Another field in which surface ionization is of practical

use is the detection of low energetic (1 eV to 500 eV) hydro-

gen, alkali and alkaline earth atoms. By colliding the atoms
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with a surface a part of the atoms will be negatively or posi-

tively charged, this depending on the surface work function

and the affinity or ionization energy of the atom.After ioniza-

tion acceleration and detection can take place.

This thesis deals with the fundamental aspects of negative

ionization of hyperthermal hydrogen scattered on a cesiatea

tungsten surface. The velocity range is front 1-0 . 10 m/s

(0.5 eV) to 6.5 . 105 m/s (2 keV).

In chapter II, the Gadzuk model, which describes the posi-

tive ionization of alkali atoms on a metal surface, is exten-

ded to the negative ionization of hydrogen on a metal surface.

In the model used the motion of the particles is also incorpo-

rated. This is done in the framework of two existing methods;

the probability method and the amplitude method. The results

of both methods^are compared with each other.

In the probability as well as the amplitude method only

the normal velocity is incorporated. However, in chapter III

experimental evidence is given that also the parallel velocity

of the particles is an important charge determining parameter.

A mechanism to account for this parallel velocity dependence

is proposed and treated in the probability method. In chapter -

IV this mechanism is treated within the amplitude jaethod.

The hydrogen reflection process is of special interest for

applications. In chapter V this process is studied for gra-

zing incidence and cesiated surfaces. Grazing incidence is

chosen because of the large reflection coefficients which are

favourable for the applications.

2. THEORETICAL

2.1. Atom-metal interactions

Before discussing the ionization process of atoms scatter-

ed from a surface, at first the static situation of an atom at

a given distance from a metal surface will be discussed.

When an atomic level is situated within the conduction

band of a metal, resonant electron transitions between the me-

tal and the atom will take place. The atomic level may be an
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ionization level, which, when occupied, gives rise to a neu-

tral atom, as well as an affinity level, which, when occupied,

gives rise to a negative ion. Two different treatments are

commonly used to describe such atom-metal interactions. Both

treatments consider the interactions of the atoms with a semi-

infinite metal substrate. The substrate, in both treatments,

is represented by the uniform-background (jellium) model; in

this model the ion core charge density is smeared out into a

uniform positive charge density truncated stepwise at the sur-

face.

In the first treatment the electron density distribution

and the total energy are solved self-consistently in the Har-

tree-like local density functional (LDF) approximation. This

LDF theory of many electron systems reduces the many-body pro-

blem for the ground state density distribution n{?). of a sys-

tem of N electrons in a static external potential V(?) (due

here to the atom nucleus and the positive background) to the

self-consistent solution of a one-electron, Schrodinger-like

equation. The effective potnetial in this equation is composed

out of the external potential term V(r), an exchange-correla-

tion term and a term which accounts for the interaction of

the electron considered with the other metal electrons [5,6].

The validity of this theoretical approach ranges from inside

the bulk till about 3 s. outside the surface.

In the second treatment the atom-metal interaction is con-

sidered as a perturbation of the pure atomic and metal states.

This method was first proposed by Gurney [7] and later worked

out by Gadzuk tl] for the chemisorption of alkalis on metal

surfaces. This perturbational approach is valid for distances

larger than 3 a . Both methods essentially lead to the same

results. We will follow the second method, the perturbation

approach, as this theory is better suited to describe the ioni-

zation probability of scattered particles. The theory will be

simultaneously set up for positive as well as negative ioniza-

tion. The formulae will be expressed in atomic units.

When a positive ion is close to a metal surface it will

induce in the metal a negative image charge. This image charge

will give rise to a shift of the ionization level which in
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first approximation is given by the classical image potential

formula:

HE •• (3)

Here Z is the ion surface distance. For a negative ion the

shift of the affinity level will have the opposite sign

(figure 2) and is given by

AE= - 4Z (4)

These formulae are especially suited for large atom (ion) -

surface distances (> 10 a ), close to the surface deviations

of this formula occur because of the finite screening length

of the metal and the polarizability of the atom(ion). A good

theoretical prediction of the positions of the ionization or

affinity level for distances less than 10 a Q does not exist

but those can be estimated by a trial and error method, see

chapter II.

Fig. 2 - Potential energy diagram of the metal-adatom system.

<J> is the work function of the metal, the bottom of

the conduction band is at ~VQ, S is the affinity ener-

gy,' A the level width and AB the shift of the affi-

nity level. A and AE are given for three different

adatorn—metal distances.
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If an atom is close to the surface the electronic wave

functions of the atomic states and the metal states will over-

lap each other; this induces resjnant transitions through the

potential barrier between the me:al and the atom.

In general the upwards shifted ionization level as well as

the downwards shifted affinity level can both be populated

with metal electrons. However, for the conversion to a nega-

tive ion the positive ion first has to be neutralised. So the

transition probability of the electron between metal conduc-

tion band and affinity level of the atom is strongly dependent

on whether the ionization level is populated or not. A model

which simultaneously takes into account the interaction of

the affinity level and the interaction of the ionization level

with a metal is proposed by Rasser et al. [8]. In the follow-

ing we will discuss the case where only one atomic level in-

teracts with the metal. In case of the positive ionization of

alkalis the one level assumption may be somewhat doubtful, due

to the relatively small energy difference between ionization

and affinity level. However, in the case of hydrogen, close to

the surface, the separation between the ground state hydrogen

level and the affinity level is still of the order of 10 eV

which separation is so large that a neutral atom cannot be

positively ionized. So if the hydrogen atom is in the neutral

ground state the affinity level is the only level to be consi-

dered .

The transition matrix element between a metal state and an

atomic state can be determined by rearrangement collision

theory (ref. 1 and chapter II) and is given by

Tj^tZ) = <JclVli> (5)

in which Z is the atom-surface distance, )3c> is the metallic

state, li> the negative or neutral atomic electron state and

V the unperturbed core potential of the neutral atom or posi-

tive ion outside the metal. In the case of positive ionization

of the alkalis the positive ionic 'wave function is S shaped

and the total electron spin is zero. So the interaction be-

tween the ion and the metal is in principle a three-body pro-
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blem, namely between the alkali icn core, the metal and the

electron in the metal k state that makes the transition (the

active electron). The core potential V is given by -l/r, r

being the distance between the active electron and ion core.

For a neutral alkali or hydrogen atom the electron wave func-

tion is also shaped like an S wave, but the spin is 1/2. For

the active electron there is thus an addition electron

- electron interaction which changes the problem from a three-

body problem into a four-body problem. The core potential V

is here given by -1/r + l/r,2 » where rj is the distance be-

tween active electron and proton a n d r ^ is the distance between

the electrons. For a detailed discussion of the calculation of the

transition matrix element the reader is referred to II] and ch. II.

The total transition rate is the sum of the transition

rates of the individual metal states, where these states must

be in resonance with the atom ionization or affinity level.

So the total transition rate, given by the Fermi Golden rule

is

o)(Z) = 2n £|T:«. (Z) |26(ES-E.(Z)) = 2n Z p (E= (Z) ) IT?. (Z) I
2

tf k a deg a ki .
(6)

Here Ea(Z) is the position of the level at the atom-surface

distance Z, p(E ) is the density of states in the metal at E . The
a a

sum has to be taken over all the degeneracies of the metallic

and ionic states. The metal wave functions and the density of

states are determined in the framework of the free-electron

model, E k= %|lc|
2.

The transition rate gives rise to a finite lifetime of the

state which means a Heisenberg broadening of the level. The

width of the level is given by

&(Z)=u(Z) (7)

The metal states, which are in resonance with the level can

be shown in first approximation to be a Lorentz distribution

[8] about th< metal states with E£=E_. The half width of this

distribution in k space is given by
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v"TTzT/ka.

These resonance states are indicated by the shaded area in

fig. 3a. The level width in first approximation is exponential

decaying for increasing distance to the surface.

From the position of the affinity level and the level broa-

dening, one now can determine the fraction of the particles

N~{Z), {(N+(Z)) which are negatively (positively) charged at

a given distance Z from the surface. In equilibrium N (z) is

equal to that fraction of the total transition rats which is

determined by filled metal states. N~(Z) can be obtained from:

j ^ Z ) ! 2 L(E£,Ea(Z)rA(Z>) f(E£,Ep,T)

N~(Z)=- = (8)
Z ITjkCZjr L(Eg,Ea(Z),A(Z))

Here L(E£,Ea(Z),A(Z)) is a Lorentz distribution with half width

A(Z) around E a(Z), f(E£,Ea,T) the Fermi distribution of the

metal electrons with temperature T. The summation is taken

over all metal states. For the positively charged fraction

holds:

5ITjJ..(Z)|2 L(Ejj,Ea(Z),A(Z3) (1- f (Ej*,EF,T))

N +(Z)=- = (9)

The charge state of atoms at a given distance from the surface

is according to (8) and (9) determined by the overlap between

the broadened level and the metal conduction band. For an al-

kali atom close to the surface (<3 a ) the level is above the

conduction band and sc the particle will be positively char-

ged. Far from the surface the charge state depends on the po-

sition of the ionization level with respect to the conduction

band. If the ionization level is above the Fermi level the al-

kali atom will be positively charged, if the level is below

the Fermi energy it will be neutral. For the affinity level

holds that an overlap between affinity level and conduction
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band gives rise to a negative ion. Increasing distance will

give rise to a smaller overlap and so to a larger fraction of

neutrals, see figure 2.

2.2. The motion of the atom (ion)

So far we only looked at the charge state of particles at

a given distance from the surface. To determine the charge

state of an atom after scattering we have to take into account

the velocity of the particles. To incorporate the velocity in

the theoretical description there are in principle two methods.

One method is based on the time evolution of the probability

of being in the state under consideration, the other method is

based on the time evolution of the amplitude of the wave func-

tion amplitude for that state. In the following first the de-

pendence on the normal component of the velocity will be dis-

cussed in terms of a qualitative method: the freezing method.

Subsequently we will give a short description of the probabi-

lity method and the amplitude method; normal as well as paral-

lel components of the velocity will be considered. The discus-

sion is focused on negative ionization.

2.2.1. The_freezin2_method

The freezing method was first proposed by Overbosch et al.

[9], to give a qualitative understanding of the positive ioni-

zation of sodium on tungsten.

An atom leaving a surface but being still close to it, is

in strong interaction with that surface. The transition time

of the active electrons is very small compared to the time the

atom spends in front of the surface. Therefore in that region

the atom leaves the metal adiabatically, at each distance the

equilibrium charge fraction N~ will be established. On the

other hand far from the surface there is almost no interaction

between the atom and the metal. The charge state will not

change at these distances. As a consequence at an intermediate

distance, the so-called freezing distance, the charge state
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will be frozen. The N~ value established at this distance will

be maintained till infinite distance from the surface. For

very low normal velocities the particle stays in equilibrium

with the surface over a very large distance and so the freezing

distance will be far out of the surface. With increasing normal

velocity the adiabatic behaviour is broken up closer to the

surface and so the freezing distance will shift to smaller

values. So the behaviour of the final negative fraction with

increasing normal velocity is thus determined by the behaviour

of N~ for decreasing distances.

It can be shown that an H ion can only exist if the sepa-

ration between ion and metal is at least of the order of the

H~radius [10]. Thus, close to the surface (< 3 aQ) the negati-

vely charged fraction drops despite the downwards shifted

affinity level. For very large velocities (> 5.0 . 10 m/s] the

freezing distance comes in the region where the negative frac-

tion drops and so the final H fraction will decrease. In

other words: the neutral atom starting at the surface crosses

the region in which the H~ ion can be formed so fast, that no

metal electrons can populate the affinity level. The decrease

of the negatively charged fraction will in first approximation

be proportional to

2.2.2.

Before determining the fraction of negatively charged ions

at an infinite distance from the surface, we first consider

the evolution of the atom-metal system when the atom is at a

given distance from the surface, but with an actual fraction

of negatively ionized particles P^ which is not equal to the

equilibrium fraction N~. The time evolution of P. can be des-

cribed by the following equation:

— g £ — = A(Z) lN~(Z) - P1(t)] (10)

For a moving particle we can transform this time dependent

rate equation to a distance dependent equation by making use
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of the time to distance relation of the particles with respect

to the surface. For a straight line approximation of the tra-

jectory and without taking the parallel velocity component into

account we get

Z=Z Q + Vjt (11)

where Vj_ is the normal velocity component and ZQ the turning

point of the trajectory. Kq. (10) can now easily be conver-

ted into

d p i ( z ) A m
£ A 1 £ ! [ ] (12)

The final fraction of negatively charged ions can be deter-

mined by integrating formula (12) from Z to infinity. The

final negative charge fraction is then given by

3~(vJL)=7~" M Z ) N"(Z) «*xp(- ̂  ƒ MZ') dZ') dZ

B~(Z > exp(- -f- 7 A{Z') ÖZ1) (13)
o' e* v,

Zo

Herein is & (Z) the negative fraction at the turning point,

which is assumed to be zero.

In the model described so far, no dependence on the paral-

lel velocity is included. To do this we limit ourselves to

situations where the atoms leave the surface under grazing

angles. The velocity parallel to the surface is thus much lar-

ger than the velocity normal to the surface. Furtherinore we

limit ourselves to velocities where the screening of the ion

by the metal electrons is still complete. The affinity level

is then still at the same position as for the case that the

parallel velocity is zero. This assumption is valid for moat

metals up till velocities of 7.0 . 10 m/s. On the other hand

one can compare the maximum velocity of the metal electron

with the parallel velocity of the atom. To make a transition

to the atom, a single metal electron needs approximately the
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same velocity parallel to the surface as the parallel velocity

of the atom. At large parallel velocity there are less metal

electrons able to make the transition than for small parallel

velocity. So for particles moving parallel to the surface the

negative fraction will be smaller than for particles with pa-

rallel velocity zero. The result is that on one hand the col-

lective effect of the metal electrons is fast enough to

screen the moving ion, but on the other hand the individual

velocity of the electrons is not large enough to allow a

transition.

For a more detailed picture we have to consider the way

N (Z) is determined. It does not matter whether the transition

process is considered in the reference frame of the metal or

the one of the atom. For simplicity we shall look at the pro-

blem from the point of view of the atom.

If the atom is fixed and the metal is moving with a veloci-

ty v.| at a given atom-metal distance Z, the metal electrons

will get an additional velocity v... The momentum of an elec-

tron with a momentum vector k in the metal frame then will be-

come k+Q. where Q is, in atomic units, equal to v... In other

words: the Fermi sphere will be shifted by 3 in it space (see

fig. 3b). The transition rate is unaffected by this shift be-

•- cause this rate is only determined by the number and position

of states which are resonant with the affinity level and not

by the fact whether these states are filled or not. The value

of N~(Z), however, will change. N~(Z) again is determined by

equation (8), but because the overlap between the states which

are in resonance and the filled states is changed (see figure
1 3b) N~(Z) in most cases will be smaller than in the case v,.

is zero. From equation (13) it is directly clear that a smal-

ler N~(Z) value will result in a smaller final negative frac-

: tion at infinite distance from the surface. For a detailed des-

\ cription of the probability model and the incorporation of the

i parallel velocity in this model the reader is referred to

[ chapter III.
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Fig. 3a - Schematic view of the metal k space. The shaded circle

indicates the Fermi sphere. The dotted (half)ring indi-

cates the metal states which are in resonance with

the affinity level. Position and bandwidth of the

affinity level correspond to respectively radius and

width of the dotted ring. If the atom-metal distance

decreases, the position of the affinity level shifts

to lower energies and the width of the level becomes

larger, the radius of the ring will decrease and the

width of the ring will become larger. The overlap

between the dotted ring and the circle determines H~.

In this scheme the parallel velocity is zero, k k_

gives the position of the affinity level with res-

pect to the bottom of the conduction band. % *_ gives

the position of the Fermi level.

Fig. 3b - In this scheme the parallel velocity is not zero.

The overlap between the dotted ring and the shaded

circle is changed with respect to figure 2a and so

N" will be different. Q is the additional momentum

of the metal electrons seen from the moving atom.
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2.2.3.

In this method we consider the time evolution of the atom-*

metal wave function during the scattering process. The paral-

lel as well as the normal velocity component will be taken

into account from the outset. In the probability method the

parallel velocity is incorporated by looking to the atom-metal

system as if the atom is fixed and the metal is moving. In

this model we will use the reverse approach; namely a fixed

metal and a moving atom. The Hamiltonian for a single elec-

tron of momentum p= (Pij»P,) and coordinate x = (x..,z) is

H = ̂ r + v(x||~ Vlltr Z " Z ( t ) ) + Veff ( z ) ( 1 4 )

where v,. is the velocity parallel to the surface, Z(t) the

distance from atom to surface at time t, V is in the case of

negative ionization the potential of the active electron in

the neutral core potential and V « the effective potential

of the jellium surface plus the perturbation potential induced

by the dielectric response of the metal to the presence of

both the neutral core and the active electron. The expansion

of the total wave function in terms cc pure metallic iK?(x)

and atomic ^a(x) wave functions, where the atomic and metallic

states are assumed to be orthonormal, is

cau *a(x(|, z-Z(t)) (15)

U is the Galilean transformation operator.

U=exp(i 3 | ( . x | ( - i t v | ( . pH) (16)

and i s such that Uiji (x) exp(-i E (Z)t) i s a solution of the
a cl

time-dependent Schrödinger equation for an atom at Z moving

with uniform velocity v.. parallel to the surface, with E (Z)

the energy eigenvalue of the orbital ty at Z.
a

The expansion (15) is substituted into the time-dependent

Schrödinger equation belonging to (14)
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when, multiplying by ty or I|»J» and integrating over all x, and

using the assumed orthogonality of the a and k states, plus

the algebra of the p.. and x.. operators in eg. (16), we obtain

the Heisenberg equations of motion

i ca = E a (t) ca + £ cj. exp[i <E£ - E,j_3) t] T {JJ.3) ± (t) (18)

T*jj.3)i(t) (19)

In eqs. (18,19) E£ is the energy eigenvalue Ej*= ̂ Ikl of *:*,

E&(t) = Ea(Z(t)), Q=v... The matrix element T,j*» • (t) is given

by

T(j*u(t) =<Jc|V(x||fz- Z(t))|i> (20)

The expectation value of the charge state of the particle af-

ter scattering, i.e. the charge state at time t-*<*> is given

by

<n («) > = <c («) c (»)> (21)

By solving the equations (18) and (19) for c , substituting c

into (21), making use of the wide band approximation [11] and

by assuming a separability of the k* and t dependence of T.J*. . (t)

into Pj*u(t), we find

f

exp{-iE£t- J[i Ea(t') + h A(t')] dt'}dt|
2 (22)

! t
f
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where f (E£+j*,Ep,T) is the Fermi function

,T) —±5 (23)
% 3 p

expt ^ £-] + 1

A(t)=A(Z(t)) is given by eg. (7) and < >_ implies averaging

over the surface Ej* = €.

For a motion parallel to the surface at a distance Z (22) can

be converted into

ƒ d€

~Vo

. i h*m , (24)

Here is -V the position of the bottom of the conduction band

with respect to the vacuum level. If on the scale of A the

first part of the integrant is not strongly dependent on £,

the expression (24) is equal to the equilibrium charged frac-

tion N~(Z) of eq. (8), in which the Fermi sphere is shifted

over Q. This result is the same as obtained for this situation

with the probability method.

By assuming that also for particles leaving the surface

the main contributions to <na(oo)> are coming from k states

around Ej*=Ea(Z) and that they are again on the scale of A(Z)

not strongly dependent on £, we can approximate (22) by

<n (»)> « J d£ I ƒ v/ïT(Z(t)) h A(t)'
"Vo

exp{-i€ t-7 [i E a(f) + h A(f)]dt'}dt|
2 (25)
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In the case of negative hydrogen formation on low work

function surfaces the final results of the amplitude and the

probability method using the equations (13) and (25) respec-

tively give within a few percent the same results (see chap-

ter II). The main difference between both methods is seen for

very low velocities (< 1.0 . 104 m/s) where the charge state

dependence on the velocity in the case of the probability

method is linear while in the amplitude model this is propor-

tional to exp(-l/v.) [12]. The slower increase in the

case of the amplitude model is due to destructive interference

effects which give rise to a decrease of the ionization pro-

bability.

For a detailed discussion of the amplitude model is refer-

red to chapter II and IV.
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CHAPTER II

Theoretical Models of Negative

Ionization of Hydrogen on

Cesiated Tungsten Surfaces

ABSTRACT

A theoretical study of the formation of negative hydrogen

by colliding hydrogen (H°,H+) with a metal surface is presented.

The electron affinity level of an atom close to a metal

surface is lowered due to the induction of image charges in

the metal surface and is broadened due to resonant electron

transitions between the conduction band of the metal and the

valence shell of the atom. The position of the affinity level

is determined by the combination of a calculation from first

principles and a trial and error method, the level width is

calculated from first principles.

The motion of the nucleus is incorporated by means of two ;

methods: a probability method and an amplitude method. In

both methods the electron motion is described quantum mecha-

nically and the nuclear motion classically. In the probability •".';

model the time evolution of the ionization probability is

considered, in the amplitude model the time evolution of the

corresponding wave function amplitude is considered. In both

methods only the normal velocity of the nucleus is incorpora- •

ted. • :

f The calculations give rise to maximum negative ionization
i "t
i efficiencies of 4% on tt(llO) , 40X on cesiated tungsten and I

I -J
I 15% on cesium. i

\ • 1
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1. INTRODUCTION

High power negative hydrogen (deuterium) ion beams are of

very large interest for heating fusion plasmas because of the

high neutralization efficiency above 100 keV energies [1].

The studies of Wiesemann et al. [2] have shown the importance

of surface processes in the formation of H~ ions in a hollow

cathode duoplasmatron. The idea of producing H~ (D~) ion beams

by a pure surface process has developed and is now a very pro-

mising one. This can be concluded from recent experimental

studies [3] which report negative ionization efficiencies as

high as 13% on cesium and 7% on thorium oxyge [4] and 40% on

cesiated tungsten (110) [5]. However, for a better understan-

ding of the experimental features and for optimizing a high

power negative hydrogen ion source, a better theoretical know-

ledge of the surface process leading to the formation of nega-

tive ions is required

Although the interaction between neutral atoms (or positive

ions) with a surface has been widely studied within the frame-

work of chemisorption or of sputtering and secondary ion mass

spectrometry (SIMS), interaction of negative ions with a sur-

face is a newly opened field. One of the best models for des-

cribing particle-surface interaction is very likely the atom-

jellium surface model [6]. This accurate model, however, does

not include the dynamics of the particles. Velocity including

time-dependent models separate the problem into two different

motions: the motion of the centre of mass, described by clas-

sical mechanics, and the motion of the electrons. When the

atom (or ion) approaches the surface, a resonant electron

transition occurs between the valence shell of the hydrogen

atom and the conduction band of the metal. In earlier theore-

tical studies [7,8] a model has been proposed where formation

and decay of the negative ion are separated, in this model

the formation of H~ is possible when the shifted affinity

level is below the Fermi level. Survival of H~ in the outgoing

trajectory is assumed to be exponentially dependent on the

velocity. However, this arbitrary separation neither does take

into account the metallic nature of the substrate [8,9], nor
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the effect of the broadening of the adsorbate level, due to

the finite lifetime of this level resulting from the transi-

tion of the active electron. The broadened level being partly

filled [10], repetitive ionization and neutralization of the

particle leaving the surface occurs, and this may invalidate

the arbitrary separation of the process in an ionization and

neutralization range, especially in the case of not too low

work function substrates (as it was already mentioned by

Hiskes [7]).

The purpose of this paper is to eliminate these approxima-

tions and to derive a more complete theory of the electron

transfer between the atom (or ion) and the metal substrate. A

guasi-adiabatic theory involving a time-dependent atom-sur-

face interaction has already been shown to be quite adequate

to describe the features of positive surface ionization of

hyperthermal sodium atoms on a tungsten surface [11]. In this

theory the time evolution of the ionization probability was

calculated. Calculations based on this theory will be consi-

dered in section 3. Recently a time dependent amplitude

theory has been developed [12]. This will be considered in

section 4. The level shift and transition probabilities will

be considered in section 2. The formulae will be expressed

in atomic units.

2. LEVEL SHIFT AND LEVEL BROADENING

The discussion will be focused on the reflection of neu-

tral hydrogen. Incident protons are not expected to give large

deviations from the neutral hydrogen results. In front of a

metal a proton (v^< 0.1 a.u.) will have a large Auger neutra-

lization probability [13]. This can be direct Auger neutrali-

zation in the ground state, or, more probable, first resonant

neutralization in an excited state (M10 aQ from the surface)

followed by Auger de-excitation at small distances («s2 a ) .

During the reflection at the surface and in the outgoing path

the neutral atom can pick up an additional electron via a

resonant process. The resonance is characterized by a level
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position and a level width (fig. 1), which both will be dis-

cussed in this section.

Fig. 1 - Energy level diagram for the interaction between a

negative ion and a metallic surface*

Level shift

The behaviour of the position of the affinity level as a

function of the atom-surface distance is chosen in accordance

to the suggestions of Norskov et al. [14]. In this study the

position of the affinity level was needed to calculate the

cherailuminescence spectra observed during halogen chemisorp-

tion on sodium. The position in these calculations was in

good agreement with the experimental results. The basic mecha-

nism of the affinity level shift in front of a metal surface

is the induction of a positive image charge in the metal sur-

face . This positive image charge will give rise to a lowering

of the affinity level. In principle the space can be divided

into three regions:

- Far from the surface {> 10 a ); here the H~ ion is just

slightly disturbed by the metal and so the decrease of the

affinity level is given by the image potential formula [15]
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4(z + k s
x)

where z is the distance to the surface and k the Debye

screening radius.

Close to the surface (< 4 a ) ; here the perturbation of the
*** o

negative ion by the metal is strong/ so the image potential

formula is not applicable any more. Lang and Williams [6],

however, showed that in this region the change of the affi-

nity level is approximately given by the change of the ef-

fective potential (the local bottom of the conduction band).

For cesium (Wigner-Leitz radius rs*5,62) the effective po-

tential is determined by interpolating the self-consistently

calculated effective potential values for rs * 5 and rs = 6

of Lang and Kohn [16]. For clean tungsten (110) and cesiated

tungsten surfaces no effective potential values are availa-

ble and therefore a somewhat different approach is used. The

electron density of cesiated tungsten surfaces is given in

an analytical form by Wojciechowski [17].

n(z,zo,0) = 0.462 n w exp(- 1.23 z)

+ 9n_ exp[ V (

= 0462 IL, exp(- 1.23 z)

eXp[-i^3 £1*0,2, f o r 2 > Z f
e

The degree of cesium surface coverage 6, the cesium atom-

tungsten surface distance zQ and the free-electron densities

of tungsten nw,110, and cesium n C s are the parameters in

this formula.

Using these analytical forms, the effective potential

acting on a metal electron as well as the work function of

the surface can be calculated [17]. The cesium free-electron

density n~_ is equal to 1.33 lO~3 a"3 [17]. n,.,.,.. and zn

are chosen such that the work function of clean tungsten and

cesiated tungsten (6=0,5), calculated by using the expres-

sions for n(z,z ,6) given above equals the experimental va-



lues 5.3 eV and 1.45 eV respectively. This procedure leads

to a tungsten electron density of 73 10~ a" and to a dis-

tance cesium-tungsten of 3 16 a . With these data of n C s,
nW(110) a n d zo t*ie eff e c ti v e potential can be calculated as

function of the surface distance and cesium coverage. The

position of the affinity level is given by the effective

potential minus the affinity energy.

- For intermediate distance (4-10 aQ) there exists some un-

certainty about the level position. In this region neither

the effective potential nor the image force approximation

is valid. Therefore a function has to be chosen which con-

nects the calculated effective potential (z < 4 aQ) with the

image potential (z> 10 a ) . There is chosen for a straight

line connection which starts at a certain point of the effec-

tive potential curve and which is tangent at the curve of

the image potential at about 10 aQ.

S On

I
ui

1
o

-4

-6

* * • • - •

5 K) 15 20
SURFACE DISTANCE (atomic units)

Fig, 2 - The position of the affinity level as a function of

the distance to the surface. Three surfaces are used

in the calculations, cesiated tungsten , cesium

and tungsten -„-,- .
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The precise start position of the straight line is deter-

mined by a trial and error method. A certain start position

will give in the H°(H+)-H~ conversion probability calcula-

tions rise to a certain conversion probability. By changing

the start position this probability can be made equal to

the measured conversion probabilities. The measured conver-

sion probabilities of 40% [5] on cesiated tungsten and 15%

[13,18] on cesium give rise to a start position at resp.

4~75 a and 2.56 a . For a tungsten (110) target the effect-

ive potential and the image potential join more or less

smoothly (fig- 2).

Level broadening

The lowered affinity level will activate the electron tun-

nelling process between the metal conduction band and the af-

finity level. This tunnelling process will give rise to a fi-

nite lifetime and thus to a broadening of the level.

Because the neutralization of the incident protons is com-

plete and the position of the ionization level of the hydrogen

atom with respect to the Fermi level of the substrate prevents

resonant positive ionization of the hydrogen atom, the H~ for-

mation process can be considered as a one-electron problem.

Xt just involves a transition of a single electron (e, in fig.

3) and the only relevant terms of the total Hamiltonian of the

Fig. 3 - Electric image model

for the interaction be-

tween a negative ion

and a metallic surface.
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system are those which are explicit functions of the coordi-

nate of this electron (for a discussion of the other term»,

see Gadzuk [19])/ i.e.

Here A1 is the kinetic energy term of the active electron and

V~ £(Zj) is the effective potential of the jellium surface.

As in the case of neutral atom-surface interaction [19], this

Hamiltonian can be separated in two different ways and then

be treated within a rearrangement collision theory. The active

electron makes transitions between metallic and negative ion

virtual states. The transition matrix element is given by [19]:

where ij> is the metallic wave function, ^ the negative ion

wave function and V is the unperturbed core potential of the

neutral atom acting on the active electron.

v=- JL+_L_
rl r12

Owing to the r., term, the transition matrix element depends

on the position of the electron e 2 (in fig- 3). This two-elec-

tron problem can be reduced to a one-electron problem by ap-

l proximating the potential by a central potential and using for

: <fij_ a one-electron wave function ^(r^)» The transition matrix

" element is then independent on the position of the electron 62

' and is given by:

; Tif=<4.m(r1)IV(r1)|ipi(r1)> (3)

>.
j The central potential V(r,) is derived from the radial part
j «Hrj) of the one-electron wave function \|i by:

I • *l
I =?+F: / * 2 ( r 2 } r2 d r 2 + " *2<r2) *2dr2 (4)

4

i
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One-electron wave functions (e.g. Hartree-Fock wave func-

tions) describe the negative hydrogen ion with respect to the

configuration energy rather poorly. They even do not give a

bound state of the ion. In the transition matrix element an

asymptotic overlap of wave functions is involved and thus for

our purpose a good spatial electron density distribution is

much more important that an accurate configuration energy-

Therefore a simple one-electron wave function is derived (see

appendix) which gives j. density distribution in agreement with

more accurate correlated wave functions.

From this wave function we calculate the perturbing poten-

tial (4) and, by using for the metallic electron a free-elec-

tron like wave function [19], we obtain the transition matrix

element (2). The transition rate is then given by:

«» 2n Z |T l f!
2 p (E) (5)

deg "

where Pm(E) is the electron density of states within the me-

tal and the sum has to be taken over all the degeneracies of

the metallic and ionic states. The free-electron model is

applied by which the depth of the conduction band is determi-

ned by summing the workfunction <t> and the Fermi energy E_.

The width of the broadened level is derived from the transi-

tion rate by the Heisenberg relation-

The calculated electron transition rate u(s ) between an

H~ ion, and tungsten, cesium and a cesiated tungsten surface

are given in fig-. 4 The corresponding level broadening A = u

(eV)is indicated on the right-hand axis. They show that at

large distances from the surface the transition probability

decreases with increasing surface potential barrier VQ, owing

to the decrease of the metallic wave function amplitude. The

transition rate is an order of magnitude smaller than in the

case of resonant positive ionization [ll], this in spite of

the sharper decay of the neutral atom wave function with res-

pect to the negative ion wave function. The reason of this

fact is that the shape of the negative ion potential is much

sharper decreasing than the Coulomb potential felt by an elec-

tron in a neutral atom.
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— Fig. 4 - The level width as a

„i function of the distan-

a. ce to the surface for

e cesiated tungsten ,

£ cesium and tung-

jï sten -.-.- .

3 5 - 10 15
SURFACE DISTANCE (atomic unHs)

3 THE PROBABILITY MODEL

Till now the position of the affinity level and the transi-

tion rate of the active electron has been described, but no

motion of the atom core has been taken into account. Before

doing this, the charge state of a stationary hydrogen atom is

considered. The negative charged fraction N~ according to

Rasser and Remy [10] is given by the overlap between the broa-

dened affinity level and the metal conduction band. The shape

of the broadened affinity level can be shown to be Lorentzian

[10] with a FWHM A.

S+ A2/4
(6)
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The temperature of the surface is taken to be zero, <j> is the

workfunction, S the affinity energy and AE the level shift.

For the metal the free electron model is used. The position

of the bottom of the conduction band is given by -V with res-

pect to the vacuum level.

The rate equation: When at a fixed distance from the sur-

face the charge state is P±, which is different from the equi

librium charge state if, the time evolution of the system is

in first approximation described by:

dP, (t)
^t = A(z) [N (zJ-P^t)] (7)

where the inverse transition rate u~ (z) ( = A~ (z)) of the

active electron will determine the time constant of the evolu-

tion process. For t-*<*> the actual charge state PA (t) will con-

verge to the equilibrium charge state N~(z). The time evolu-

tion of P. of a moving atom can now be described by combining

equation (7) and the time to surface distance relation of the

moving atom- Making use of the straight line approximation,

z = z o + v z . t

where only the outgoing trajectory is taken into account, z

is the turning point of the trajectory and v_ the normal velo-

city component, the solution of equation (7) at t-»m is

given in atomic units by [11]

p"(vz) ̂ P±{») - i ƒ A(z) N'(z) e Z Z dz +

- v*- 7 AlzMdz'
P±(o) e

 z zo (8)

The first part of this equation describes the formation of

negatively charged particles along the outgoing trajectory,

the second part describes the decay of the negative particles
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which were already present at the turning point P ^ o ) . Because

of the relative long time the particles spend at the turning

point, Pi(o) is assumed to be equal to the equilibrium charge

state at that point (N~ ( Z Q ) ) . The results of the numerical

solution of equation (8) for proton scattering on W(110), ce-

siated W(11O) and cesium are shown in figs. 5, 6, 7.

5-

<

002 0.04 0.06 008 Q10

VELOCITY (atomic units)

Fig-, 5 - The H~ fraction of hydrogen scattered from a. tungsten

(110) surface as a function of the normal velocity

component of the scattered particles. The charge state

of a stationary atom at the turning point (zQ -

ü , A + R f» 3 a ) is indicated by the arrow. The ex~
„6+ H- o _

ponential decay of this H charge fraction as function

of the normal velocity component, which is equal in

the amplitude model and the probability model, is in-

dicated by -.-<.- . The formation of H~ in the out-

going trajectory is for the probability model given

by and for the amplitude model by . The

total H fraction which is the sum of the exponential

decay term and the formation term is for the probabi-

lity model indicated by and for the amplitude

model by .
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Fig. 6 -

The H~ fraction of hy-

drogen scattered from

a cesium surface as a

function of the normal

velocity component of

the scattered particles.

The turning point of

the trajectory is at

002 004 006 008
VELOCITY (atomic units)

010

See also the capture of

fig. 5.

50

Fig. 7 -

The H~ fraction of hy-

drogen scattered from

a partially with cesium

covered tungsten surfa-

ce (BCsf» 0.5) . The tur-

ning point of the tra-

jectory is at z «

8. +8 ,i»5 a . See al-
t.s n o

so the capture of fig.5.
002 004 0.06 0.08 0.10

VELOCITY (atomic units)



In these

calculations the functional dependence of the electron affi-

nity and of the transition rate on the distance shown in

figs. 3 and 4 are used. It turns out that the final H charge

fraction is strongly dependent on the work function. This can

be understood in terms of the equilibrium charge state: in-

creasing work function gives rise to a decreasing overlap be-

tween conduction band and affinity level. This smaller H equi-

/ librium charge state will give rise, also in the case of a

moving particle, to a smaller final H~ charge state. The velo-

city dependence can be understood in terms of the "freezing

distance" approach, already suggested in [11]. The freezing

distance, which is given by

where A and a describe the exponential decaying transition

rate at large distances, may be interpreted as the distance

where the equilibrium charge state is frozen. The final char-

ge state can now approximately be given by

&~(v ) ̂ N~(z*) (10)

Beyond the freezing distance, the transition time x«aw is

so large compared to the residence time of the particle in a

small space interval, that electron transition cannot occur

any more. At the freezing distance there is a change from a

situation where complete adiabatic adjustment to the equili-

brium charge state takes place to a situation where the char-

ge state cannot change any more A larger velocity will shift

this freezing point closer to the surface, so that the equi-

librium charge state increases; thus an increasing velocity

will give rise to an increasing final charge state. For low

velocities (<0 01 a.u.) a quantitative expression can be

found by substituting equation (6) and (9) in (10). The final

H charge state is then- given by



This expression shows a linear dependence of the H~ charge

state on velocity which can also be seen in the calculations

of figs. 5, 6, 7.

The second term of equation (8) is an exponential decay func-

tion which only contributes to the final charge state at high

velocities

4. THE AMPLITUDE MODEL

A more complete approach to incorporate the atom motion is

given by Bladin et al [12] and is worked out in more detail

by Norskov et al [20] The main difference between both mo-

dels is that in the semiclassical model the time evolution of

the probability for H formation is considered, while in the

quantum mechanical model the time evolution of the correspon-

ding wave function amplitude is considered. In the quantum me-

chanical model the final charge state at infinite distance

from the surface is given by

CO

B"(vz) = i J de f(e,T)

m - iet ' - ƒ [i(-S-AE(t"))+% A(t")]dt"
I ƒ v T A T t M e fc dt'l2

1 o '
OS

- ƒ A(t') dt'
+ Po(o) e ° (12)

where P̂^ (o) is again the charge state at the turning point

and t is the time defined with respect to the turning point.
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is the Fermi function, AE(t) and A(t) are the shift and broa-

dening of the affinity level as a function of time, respecti-

vely. The numerical solution of equation (12) for W(llO), ce-

siated W(110) and cesium are shown in figs. 5/ 6, 7. For the

level shift and width the same values are chosen as used in

the semiclassical calculations From figs. 5, 6, 7 it is seen

that especially for low velocities there is a remarkable dif-

ference between the semiclassical and the quantummechanical

theory

Before proceeding first the charge state of a stationary

atom is considered The equation (12) reduces for zero tempe-

rature now to

-v o (e + s

which is equal to N the equilibrium charge state at that dis-

tance In the semi-classical model this limit has the same

value. However, for low velocities it can be shown [12] that

equation (12) reduces to

0~ (v )=* — expt-n ($ - S)/2 av ]

where a is the exponential decay constant of the transition

rate at large distances. This low velocity limit is different

from the linear behaviour of P~ on the velocity in the proba-

bility model. This deficiency of the probability model is due

to the neglect of interference effects, which especially in

the low velocity limit influences the final charge state dis-

tribution . The exponential decay term appears in both theories.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The negative ionization of hydrogen on metal surfaces is

described by first determining the position of the affinity

level and the transition rates Hereafter two methods to in-

clude the atcmxc motion are discussed and compared: a proba-
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bility method in which the dynamics are described by a proba-

bility equation, and an amplitude method in which the dynamics

are described by a time dependent amplitude equation. For not

too low velocities and not too high work functions the results

of both theories do not differ very much. Por proton scatter-

ing on cesiated tungsten a good agreement between both theo-

ries and experimental results [5], concerning the maximum H~

yields, could be achieved. It should be noted, however, that

in the calculations of H to H~ conversion on surfaces it is

also important to consider the particle and energy reflection

coefficients.

APPENDIX

The one-electron wave function for the H~-ion:

The Schrodinger equation for the H~ ion is:

[-fs(A1+ A2) -•£--•£-+•^-1 •<r1»?2> = E ^(rlfr2)

At large distances of the nucleus, this two-electron equation

can be reduced to a one-electron equation [21]. The solution

gives the asymptotic form of the one-electron H~ ion wave func-

tion, the radial part of which is:

A e~ l/~TS r

<fr(r) -* e r (A2)

where A» (2 • ZS)* is the normalization constant and S the

affinity energy. At smaller distances, we may not use this ex-

pression which is diverging. As we have emphasized, the most im-

portant characteristic of our wave function is the one-electron

radial density distribution defined by [22]:
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OBr

D(r)

Fig, 8 - One-electron radial density distribution for the H~

ion.

.asymptotic form (A2) ,

Green et al«:

xxxxx Points obtained with our fitted wave function.

For getting a good description of D(r.) which is valid over

the whole space, we use the correlated wave function of Green

et al. [23] up to 6 a and the asymptotic form (A-) beyond 6 a Q

(fig. 8) and by applying the least square method fit the resul-

ting curve by an adjustable wave function iMrj/r,) = $(*.

The resulting normalized one-electron wave function ij>(r) is

found to be:

(r2) •

4>{r) a. e
-b.r

x (A3)

where in atomic units:

a1=1.023, a2=0.3857, a3=0.03521,

bx= 1.259, b2=0.4804, b3=0.2370.
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CHAPTER III

The Velocity Dependence of the

Negatively Charged Fraction

of Hydrogen Scattered

from Cesiated Tungsten Surfaces

ABSTRACT

By scattering protons under grazing angles of incidence at

a cesiated tungsten 1/(110) surface, the dependence of the scat-

tered H~ fraction as a function of the normal and parallel ve-

locity components is measured. The incident energy is ranging

from 400 eV to 2000 eV, the angle of incidence 'is 80° with

r, respect to the surface normal. The experiments are done with a

surface which is covered with half a monolayer cesium and a

;• thick layer of cesium, corresponding to work functions of

1.45 eV and 2.15 eV respectively. The measurements show a

I strong dependence on the normal as well as the parallel velo-

\ city component.

S The normal velocity component dependence can be understood

\ in terms of the probability model. We extended this model to

I incorporate the parallel velocity.- The essence of this ex-ten-

I sion is that the finite velocity of the metal electron is
•

I taken into account. Good agreement between theory and experi-
i
; mental results is obtained.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Irs recent years there is an increasing interest in the for-

mation of negative hydrogen ions by surface processeso This

interest has a fundamental as well as a practical basis. The

fundamental interest will be elucidated first.

To explain the interaction of hydrogen atoms with a metal

two different models are applied. The first model makes use

of the local density functional approximation, which gives

information about the electron density distribution, the di-

pole moment and the heat of adsorption [1,2]« The validity of

this theoretical approach ranges from inside the bulk till

about 3 a in front of the surface. In the second model the

atom-metal interaction is considered as a perturbation of the

.pure atomic and metal states. This model was first proposed by

Gurney [3] and is later worked out by Gadzuk [4] for the chemi-

sorption of alkalis on metal surfaces. For the determination

of the fraction of negative hydrogen ions in front of a surfa-

ce , Rasser et al, [5] showed that the same approach as used

for the chemisorption of alkalis on metals can be used. The

perturbational approach is valid for distances larger than

3 aQ, Both approaches handle problems in which the adatom is

at a fixed distance from the surface. Only very recently theo-

retical approaches for a system in which the adatom moves

with respect to the surface are developed.

One of the first attempts to describe the charge state of

hydrogen scattered from a metal surface is made by Hiskes f 6].

He distinguishes two separate regions in front of the surface.

According to his assumptions the H~ ion is formed close to the

surface, while at larger distances H~ decays partly to neutral

hydrogen. The survival of H~ is assumed to be exponentially

dependent on the velocity. However, in this empirical descrip-

tion neither the broadening of the hydrogen affinity level nor

the metallic nature of the substrate is taken into account.

A different approach is suggested by Overbosch et al. [7] and

by Rasser et al. [5], which is based on a more sophisticated

model. They calculate the electron transition frequency as a

function of distance to the surface., Assuming a Fermi Dirac
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distribution for the electrons in the free electron metal, they

then derive a rate equation which describes the evolution of

the negative charge fraction of the atoms as a function of the

distance to the surface. Recently a third approach is sugges-

ted by Brako et al. [8] and by Norskov et a L [9]. Here not

the time evolution of the probability is derived as in the

approach of Overbosch et al. and Rasser et al., but the time

evolution of the amplitude of the wave function. Rasser et al.,

however, showed that for low work function metals there is,

except for very low velocities (< 1.0 10 m/s), almost no

difference between the results of both theories.

In these models it is always assumed that only the normal

velocity component is the parameter which determines the final

charge distribution. However, as already suggested by Van Wun-

nik et al- [10] and by Von Gemmingen et al [11], because of

the finite velocity of the metal electrons, also the parallel

velocity component plays an important role.

In this paper we will follow the semi-classical theory of

Overbosch et al, and of Rasser et al., however, taking into

account the influence of the parallel velocity component.

The practical interest in H~ formation on surfaces is con-

nected with plasma fusion experiments. For heating plasmas to

ignition temperatures high energetic neutral hydrogen beams

are needed which can be made by using H~ as an intermediate

ion [12]. Another application is also found in plasma experi-

ments» To determine the plasma temperature one can measure the

energy distribution of the neutral atoms emitted by the plasma.

For electrostatic energy analysis below 1000 eV one can convert

the neutral atoms efficiently into negative ions by means of

a negative surface ionization process. Hassmann et al. [13]

have shown that such a neutral particle analyser is in prin-

ciple feasible.

Until recently the experimental studies were mainly focused

on these applications. Schneider et al. [14] measured the yield

on backscattered H~ when a proton beam hits under normal inci-

dence a cesium surface, In the experiments of Massmarm et al.

[13] the same was done for a hydrogen ion beam under 45° with

the surface normal. He used a substrate of thorium oxyde. In
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both experiments the H~ yield is a convolution of the reflec-

tion coefficient and the charge transfer probability. Maximum

efficiencies of 10% resp 7% were measured. To increase this

yield Van Wunnik et al. [10] used a cesiated tungsten surface

and changed to grazing angles of incidence to enhance the re-

flection coefficient. Now a maximum H~ yield of 40% could be

measured, From these measurements it also became clear that

not only the normal velocity component determines the charge

state but also the parallel one.

Other ways of producing H~ are reported by Graham [15] who

applies a cesium ion beam to sputter H from a hydrogen loaded

surface and by Yu [16] who sputters H with Ne from a molybde-

num surface which is loaded with hydrogen and cesium-

In all these experiments, however, no clear separation be-

tween reflection coefficient or sputter ratio and H formation

probability can be made A first attempt to measure exclusively

the H formation is performed by Eckstein et al- [17]. They

measured the fraction of H~ in the outgoing trajectory with

respect to all the scattered particles as a function of the

energy of the scattered particles at a fixed scattering angle.

The experiments were done on a cesiated Ni single crystal under

normal incidence. The scattering angle was 45° with respect to

the surface normal- In this case however no clear separation

between the normal and parallel velocity component can be made

because both components change with varying energy.

Von Gemmingen et al. [11] did this type of experiment under

grazing angles of incidence with Cu and Ni crystals„ These ma-

terials give rather low H~ yields (< 1.0 % ) . Because here the

detection angle is also under grazing angles, the parallel ve-

locity component is almost completely determined by the prima-

ry energy and not by the detection angle. So a separation be-

tween parallel and normal velocity component can be made. From

these experiments also Von Gemmingen could conclude that besi-

des the normal velocity also the parallel velocity component

is an important parameter.

In this paper we report measurements of the H~ fraction in

the outgoing trajectory for grazing angles of incidence and

reflection The target is a cesiated tungsten (110) single
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crystal; two cesium coverages are applied: half a monolayer

which corresponds to a work function of 1.45 eV and a thick

layer corresponding to a work function of 2.15 eV„ The energy

regime ranges from 400 eV to 2000 eV. The angle of incidence

is 80° with respect to the surface normal and the detection

angle varies from 70 to 90°. We use protons as primary parti-

cles.

In section 2 the model which incorporates the parallel ve-

locity is explained. In section 3 the apparatus is described.

The experimental results are discussed in section 4 from which

some conclusions are drawn in section 5. The equations in this

paper will be expressed in atomic units.

2 THEORETICAL

When a proton with an energy between 100 to 2000 eV approa-

ches a surface it will be neutralized [18]. This neutralization

process can be a direct Auger transition into the ground state

of the atom. This transition occurs at distances of a few a .

More probable for low work function materials, however, is

first resonant neutralization in an excited state at a distan-

ce of approximately 10 aQ from the surface, followed by Auger

deexcitation into the ground state of the atom at a distance of

a few aQn After this neutralization reflection on the surface

occurs. It will be shown in the accompanying paper [19] that

even for angles of incidence between 75° and 85° with the sur-

face normal most of the particles will penetrate the cesium

layer and reflect on the underlying tungsten surface.

Rogers et al. [20] showed that an atomic state cannot exist

in the metal if the screening length of the metal is smaller

than the radius of the atomic state. In low electron density

materials like cesium (screening length approximately 1.5 aQ)

this means that a neutral hydrogen state can exist but no ne-

gative hydrogen state. Negative hydrogen formation occurs

after the atom has left the cesium layer. The radius of the

negative hydrogen ion is of the order of 2 aQ. We shall assume

that a negative hydrogen ion can exist when the separation be-



tween nucleus and surface is at least 2 aQ. In the outgoing

trajectory there is now a probability for the neutral atom to

become a negative ion over a normal distance of approximately

10 aQ

The negative hydrogen formation process has already been

described by several authors [5,6,9], However, in all of these

models only the normal velocity component of the outgoing par-

ticles was assumed to be the charge determining factor. In

this paper we also take into account the parallel velocity.

This is done within the probability model described by Rasser

et al„ [5], In a following, publication the problem will be

treated within the more complete amplitude model, which model

was first proposed by Blandin et al. [2l],

2.1. The negative hydrogen formation probability, as a func-

tion of normal velocity

When a hydrogen atom is close to a metal surface, the affi-

nity level is lower than the -0.75 eV in the case of a free

hydrogen atom. This decrease is due to the induction of a posi-

tive image charge in the metal. Far from the surface (> 10 a )

the shift can be described by the classical image potential

equation.

where Z is the atom surface distance„ Closer to the surface the

finite screening length of the metal [22] and the polarizabi-

lity of the atom give rise to a downward level shift which is

less than the shift described by equation (1). The precise de-

viation from the classical image potential is, however, not

well known.

For very small distances (< 3 aQ) Lang et al. [23] showed

that if the metal is assumed to be a jellium metal the affini-

ty level follows the effective potential of the metal. In the

following we will approximate the surfaces under consideration

as surfaces of jellium metals.. The affinity level positions
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for cesium and cesiated tungsten surfaces respectively are

illustrated in figure 1. The position of the level between 4

and 11 a is determined empirically by a trial and error

method. A certain start position will give in the H (H+) - H~

conversion probability calculations rise to a certain conver-

sion probability. By changing the level position within small

limits the calculated conversion probabilities can be made

equal to the measured ones.

- 1 * .

-2ev-

't.
<

ATOM-SURFACE OISTANCE

I f 8 12 S 20

A

|

•7
/

(atomic units]

24 28 32

Fig. 1 - The position of the affinity level as a function of

the atom-surface distance. -.-.-.- is the level po-

sition for a partially cesium covered tungsten (110)

surface ($=1.45 ev). is the position for a

totally cesium covered surface ($=2.15 eV) .

Fig. 1 shows that the affinity level can shift to energies

around or even below the Fermi energy. This level shift toge-

ther with the finite width of the potential barrier between

conduction band and affinity level allows resonant transitions

between the conduction band and the affinity level.

in principle the resonant transfer of electrons between a

metal surface and an atom, which has a stable negative ion

state, is a two-electron problem, in case of hydrogen, however.
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the separation between the ionization level and affinity level

is so large, that the neutralization respectively formation of

a negative ion can be considered to be uncorrelated The tran-

sition matrix element is given by [4,5]:

TfoU) = <ic|V(i> 12)

in which 1k> is the metallic state, |i> the negative ion state

and V the unperturbed core potential of the neutral atom. For

a more detailed discussion we refer to Rasser et al. [5]. The

total transition rate is the sum of the transition rates of

the individual metal states, where these states must be in re-

sonance with the atom affinity level. So the total transition

rate is

<o(Z) = 2n 5 lTj*±(Z) I
2 6<Ejj- Ea(Z)) =

= 2n T P(E (Z)) IT£.(Z)l2 (3)
deg a K l

Here P(E=(Z)) is the density of states in the metal at the

position of the affinity level. The sum has to be taken over

all the degeneracies of the metallic states. The metal wave

functions and the density of states are determined in the frame

work of the free-electron model for the metal.

Z$=h Ikl2 (4)

The transition rate gives rise to a finite lifetime of the

state which means a Heisenberg broadening of the affinity

level. The width of the level is given by

A(Z) =u(Z) (5)

The metal states, which are in resonance with the affinity

level are Lorentz distributed [24] around the metal states

with Ej* = E a. Here E Q is the position of the affinity level and

Ej* the energy of the metal state k. The half width of this

distribution in the k space is given by \/"A7ka. These resonan-
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Fig. 2a - Schematic view of the metal k space. The shaded circle

indicates the Fermi sphere. The dotted (half)ring indi-

cates the metal states which are in resonance with

the affinity level. Position and bandwidth of the

affinity level correspond to respectively radius and

width of the dotted ring. If the atom-metal distance

decreases, the position of the affinity level shifts

to lower energies and the width of the level becomes

larger, the radius of the ring will decrease and the

width of the ring will become larger. The overlap

between the dotted ring and the circle determines N~.

In this scheme the parallel velocity is zero. % Jĉ,

gives the position of the affinity level with res-

pect to the .bottom of the conduction band. % kp gives

the position of the Fermi level.

Fig. 2b - In this scheme the parallel velocity is not zero.

The overlap between the dotted ring and the shaded

circle is changed with respect to figure 2a and so

N~ will be different. Q is the additional momentum

of the metal electrons seen from the moving atom.
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ce states are indicated by the shaded area in fig 2a. The

behaviour of the level width as a function of distance for

cesiated tungsten is shown in fig- 3.

1 J

O>

X

Ü! 10-2-
LU

4 6 8 10 12 U 16

ATOM - SURFACE DISTANCE (crtomc units)

Fig. 3 -

The level width as a

function of atom-surfa-

ce distance. -.—.— is

the level width for a

with half a monolayer

cesium covered tungs-

ten (110) surface ($ =

1.45 eV). is the

level width for a thick

cesium layer ($=2.15

eV) .

From the position of the affinity level and the level broa-

dening, one can now determine the fraction of the hydrogen

particles (N~) which are negatively charged at a given distan-

ce Z from the surface, N~ is that fraction of the total tran-

sition rate which is determined by filled metal states. N* can

be obtained from:

MEg,Ea(Z), A(Z))

N (Z) =
ITki(Z)|

(6)

Here L(E. ,Ea(Z) ,A{Z)) is a Lorentz distribution with halfwidth

A(Z) at the affinity level position and f(Ej*,EF,T) the Fermi

distribution, of the metal electrons with temperature T, The

summation is taken over all metal states, Fig. 4 shows the be-

haviour of N~ as a function of distance from the surface.
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Fig. 4a - The fraction of negatively charged particles at a gi-

ven distance from the surface (N~) as a function of

the atom-surface distance. The parallel velocity is

resp 2.8 105 m/s (400 eV). -.-.- 4.5 105 m/s

(1000 eV) , and 6.3 10 m/s (2000 eV). The

work function is 1.45 eV.

Fig. 4b - N~ as a function of the atom-surface distance. The

work function is 2.15 eV. See also the caption of fi-

gure 4a.

Before determining the fraction of negatively charged ions

at an infinite distance from the surface, we first consider the

tine evolution of the system when the atom is at a given distan-

ce from the surface. Here we assume a charge distribution which

is not equal to N~. The time evolution of the charge state is

then described by the rate equation:

A(Z) [N"(Z) -Pj^tt)] , (7)

Here P^Ct) is the actual charge state of the system at time t.
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For a moving particle we can transform this time dependent

rate equation to a distance dependent equation by making use

of the time to distance relation of the particles with respect

to the surface. For a straight line approximation of the out-

going trajectory we get

Z=ZQ+vJLt (8)

where v, is the normal velocity component and 2 Q the smallest

distance from the surface where the particle can exist as H~.

Equation (7) is easily converted into

d P i ( Z ) A(Z)
£ êlZi [N (Z) -Pi(Z)] (9)

The final fraction of negatively charged ions can be determined

by integrating formula (9) from Z to

tive charge fraction is then given by

by integrating formula (9) from Z to infinity. The final nega-

i f ƒ A(Z) N~(Z) exp(--±- ƒ A(Z') dZ') dZ (10)
•L Z - -L Z

2.2- Dependence of the negative hydrogen ion formation pro-

bability on the parallel velocity

In the model described so far, no dependence on the parallel

velocity is included. To do this we first show that the posi-

tion of the affinity level in our energy regime, 100 eV to

2000 eV, is not changed because of the parallel velocity.

The affinity level position is determined by the screening

image charges in the metal surface. To investigate whether

these charges are still formed or not when the particle is

moving along the surface, we use the classical electrodynamic

arguments formulated by Boyer [25]. He showed that screening of

a moving charge still takes place when

« i (in
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Herein n is the resistivity of the surface. For the cesiated

tungsten surface under consideration we take the resistivity

of bulk cesium which is equal to 18.8 10 ohm m. As surface

distance d is taken the smallest distance where a negative hy-

drogen ion can exist, that is 2a . The left hand side of eg.

(11) now yields for a parallel velocity corresponding to a hy-

drogen energy of 2000 eV a value of 1.0 10~ . So we can assu-

me the affinity level position to be independent of the paral-

lel velocity in the energy regime considered.

On the other hand one can compare the maximum electron ve-

locity in the metal with the parallel velocity of the hydrogen

atom. The width of the conduction band in oesiated surfaces

is of the order of 2 eV. This corresponds to a maximum electron

velocity of 8.5 10 m/s- A hydrogen atom with an energy of

2000 eV has a velocity of 6.5 10 m/s, which is of the same

order as the maximum electron velocity in the metal. To make

a transition to the atom, a single metal electron needs appro-

ximately the same velocity parallel to the surface as the pa-

rallel velocity of the atom. For zero parallel velocity the

largest number of metal electrons can make a transition-. At a

hydrogen velocity of 6.5 10 m/s, however, there are consider-

ably less metal electrons able to make the transition. So for

particles moving parallel to the surface the charged fraction

will be smaller than for particles with parallel velocity zero.

He can summarize that on the one hand the collective effect of

the metal electrons is fast enough to screen the moving ion,

but on the other hand the individual velocity of the electrons

is not large enough to allow a transition.

For a more detailed picture we have to consider the way N~

is determined. It does not matter whether the transition pro-

cess is considered in the reference frame of the metal or the

one of the atom. For simplicity we shall look at the problem

from the point of view of the atom.

If the atom is fixed and the metal is moving with a veloci-

ty Vu, the metal electrons will get an additional velocity VM.

The momentum of an electron with a momentum vector k in the

metal frame then will become k + Q, where Q is in atomic units
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equal to v,,. In other words: the Fermi sphere will be shifted

by Q in k space (see fig. 2b). The transition rate is unaffec-

ted by this shift because this rate is only determined by the

number and position of states which are resonant with the af-

finity level and not by the fact whether these states are fil-

led or not» The value of N~, however, will change. N~ again is

determined by eg. (6), but because the overlap between the

states which are in resonance and the filled states, is chan-

ged (see figure 2b), N~ in most cases will be smaller than in

the case VM is zero. Fig. 4a and b show the dependence of N~

on the parallel velocity and distance determined by the eq.

(6) In this figure we see that for small surface distances N~

indeed dramatically decreases, however for distances larger

than 10 aQ a small increase of N~ is possible. This increase

is due to the fact that for distances larger than 10 a in the

case v..= 0, the states which are in resonance with the affini-

ty level are far out of the Fermi sphere and so N~ is very small.

For non-zero values of v.., however, an overlap between states

in the Fermi sphere and resonant states can take place, and so

for these distances N~ can increase with parallel velocity.

The precise shape of the N (Z) curve is determined by the '

position of the affinity level as a function of the atom-sur-

face distance The discontinuities in the N~(Z) curve have no

physical meaning. They result from the discontinuities in the

affinity level position curve which is chosen rather arbitrari-

ly.. The final negatively charged fraction of a hydrogen atom

which leaves the surface with normal velocity v* and parallel

velocity v. is again given by eq. <1O). Here the parallel ve-

locity dependence of N~ must be included.

3. APPARATUS

A complete description will be published in the accompany-

ing paper [19], We here confine ourselves to the main elements.

The apparatus consists of an H beamline and a UHV chamber.

The energy of the H+ beam can be varied between 100 eV and

10000 eV. The beam can be focused on a tungsten (110) target,

. it

•A
•a
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which is mounted in the centre of the UHV chamber. The beam

opening angle at the target is of the order of 1.0° and the

beam diameter is of the order of 1.0 mm. The beam current is

1.0 lO*"11 A. After reflection from the target the particles

can be analysed with a parallel plate energy analyser. The cen-

tral axis of the target ccincides with the central axis of the

UHV chamber. The target and the analyser can be rotated about

this axis. The dimensions of the target are 2.Ox 15.Ox 0.2 mm.

The analyser serves to measure the angular and energy distribution

of the scattered particles and can also be used to determine

the fraction of the scattered particles which is negatively

charged. When no voltages are applied to the analyser all par-

ticles within an opening angle of 0-5° hit a channeltron. If

however analysing voltages are applied to the plates the char-

ged particles will be deflected and only neutral particles are

collected by the channeltron. To determine the charged fraction

at 400 eV, 1000 eV and 2000 eV as a function of the scattering

angle we use the channeltron detection efficiencies for H and

H~, measured by Crandall et al. [26]. The fraction of H + over

H~ can be derived by comparing the absolute intensity of the

energy spectra of both particles.

The tungsten target can be ohmically heated up to 2700 K.

The target is cleaned by standard oxygen treatments [27]- The

target can be covered with cesium by means of a cesium dispen-

ser (obtained from SAES GETTERS, Italy) mounted 1 cm in front

of the target. The surface is checked by LEED and Auger measu-

rements and the work function of the surface is measured with

a Kelvin probe. The working pressure in the UHV system is

1.0 10"9 Torr,

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The negatively charged fraction of the scattered particles

as a function of scattering angle, total energy and cesium co-

verage of the.tungsten target is shown in fig. 5 and 6. The

angle of incidence is 80° and the detection angle is varied

from 70° to 90°. Comparison of the intensities of the energy
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Fig. 5 - The H~ fraction of the scattered particles as a func-

tion of the scattering angle. The surface is partially

cesium covered tungsten (110). The work- function is

1.45 ev. The data points are indicated by O O O O O for

400 ev, G D D D D for 1000 ev and AA&AA for 2000 eV.

The angle of incidence is 80 with the surface normal.

spectra of H+ and H~ shows that the amount of H+ is less than

1% of the scattered H~ ions. In the following we shall there-

fore neglect the H+ ions.

Because of the grazing angles the parallel velocity stays

almost unaltered when the detection angle is varied. In figs.

7a and 7b the data are plotted versus the normal velocity com-

ponent- Here it is assumed in the calculations of v. that for

a given energy the parallel velocity is constant. The reflec-

ted particles have lost 5 to 10% of energy with respect to the

primary particles [19] This energy loss will not change the

curves 7a and 7b essentially and is therefore neglected.
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Fig. 6 - The H~ fraction of the scattered particles as a func-

tion of the scattering angle. The surface is a thick

cesium layer (on a tungsten (110) surface). The work

function is 2.15 eV. See also figure 5.

Another effect not taken into account is that particles lea-

ving the surface lose about 1 eV of their normal energy because

they are attracted by their own image force- The data points

of the low normal velocities may therefore shift to higher va-

lues with a maximum shift of 1-5 10 m/s.

For very low normal velocities it can be seen that almost

all the particles reflect as neutrals. For increasing normal

velocity the negatively charged fraction increases and reaches

a plateau. The height of this plateau decreases when the total

energy, which means the parallel velocity, increases. In case of

half a monolayer cesium (4> * 1.45 eV) this decrease starts at

1000 eV, whereas for a thick cesium layer ($-2.15 eV) the de-

crease begins at 2000 eV-

This behaviour is consistent with the total conversion ef-
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Fig. 7a - The H fraction in the scattered particles as a func-

tion of the normal velocity. The data points are in-

dicated by O O O O O for 400 eV, by D O O O D for 1000 eV

and by AAAAA for 2000 sV. The calculations are indi-

cated by for 400 eV, by -.-.- for 1000 eV and

by for 200 eV. The work function is 1.45 eV.

Fig. 7b - The H~ fraction in the scattered particles as a func-

tion of the normal velocity, for a with a thick ce-

sium layer covered tungsten (110) surface. The work

function is 2.15 eV.

ficiencies measured as a function of the angle of incidence by

Van Wunnik et al [10,19]. In the case of a partially cesiated

tungsten (110) surface the maximum total conversion efficien-

cies measured for different incident energies (400 eV, 1000 eV,

2000 eV) roughly correspond to the height of the plateaus in

figure 5 Comparative measurements with deuterium [10] show
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that in this case the maximum conversion efficiency equals the

value obtained for hydrogen of half the energy. This suggests

already that also the parallel velocity is a determining factor

for the height of the conversion efficiency,.

For reflection at 400 eV and 1000 eV on thick cesium the

parallel velocity is not a very sensitive parameter. Figure 7b

shows now a scaling of the charge fraction with normal velocity

for these energies.

In figure 7a and 7b the calculated curves using eq. (6) are

also shown, These curves are calculated with work functions of

1.45 eV and 2.15 eV respectively. For the Fermi energy is cho-

sen 1.95 eV and 1.57 eV, which is equal to the width of the

conduction band at the centre of the cesium atoms. This width

is equal to the effective potential at that position which

can be determined by the procedures described in [5] and [28].

The position of the affinity level between 4 a and 11 a is

determined with a fitting procedure For 400 eV this position

is adjusted to obtain good agreement with the measurements.

For the other energies the same level positions are used.

This procedure is carried out for half a monolayer as well as

for a thick cesium layer

A qualitative understanding of these results can be obtain-

ed applying the freezing distance model proposed by Overbosch

et al. [7] and by Rasser et al. [5]. When a hydrogen atom

leaves and is still close to the metal there will be a strong

interaction between the atom and the metal. The transition time

is very small compared to the time the atom spends in front

of that surface. Therefore in that region the atom leaves the

metal adiabatically, At each distance the equilibrium negative

charge fraction N~ will be reached. However, far from the

surface there is almost no interaction between the atom and

the metal™ The charge state will not change any more at these

distances. As a consequence at an intermediate distance the

so-called freezing distance, the charge state will be frozen.

The N~ value established at this distance will be maintained

till infinite distance from the surface, For very low veloci-

ties the particle stays in equilibrium with the surface over
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very large distances and the freezing distance will be far

out of the surface. With increasing normal velocity the adia-

batic behaviour is the broken up closer to the surface and

so the freezing distance shifts to smaller values. The final

negative charge fraction for increasing velocities is more

or less determined by the behaviour of N~ going from large to

small distances. It is clear now that a decrease in N~, because

of an increasing parallel velocity, is connected with a de-

creasing final negative charge state.

On the other hand, for very large normal velocities <v.>
52,0 10 m/s and fixed parallel velocity the freezing approach

is no more a valid concept. For these velocities the region o*

H~ formation is transversed so fast that in the time the atom

spends in this region less than one transition can be made.

A transition becomes less probable with higher velocities. The

negatively charged fraction as function of normal velocity,

will, according to eq. (10), in first approximation be propor-

tional to 1/v, In the measurements of figure 5 and 6 this re-

gime is not reached.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The figures 7a and 7b show a good agreement between

theory and experiments. This indicates that in the regime where

surface processes are important not only the normal velocity

component is the final charge state determining parameter but,

because of the finite velocity of the electrons in the metal,

also the parallel velocity component.

As well as a v.. effect one can also expect a similar effect

for the normal velocity. In the experiments shown, however, we

always work with grazing angles, this implies that the normal

velocity Is not larger than 1.5 10 m/s which is negligible

with respect to the Fermi velocity of 8,0 10 m/s.

For the applications of the H~ formation we can summarize that

it is preferable to use low work function surfaces because they

give conversion efficienciss up to 40%. On the other hand, low
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work functions are almost always connected with a small conduc-

tion band width which gives already for low parallel velocity

components a decrease of the negatively charged fraction. For

hydrogen one can only get conversion efficiencies up to 40%

for energies below 500 eV.
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CHAPTER IV

Incorporation of the Parallel
Velocity Effect in the

Amplitude Method

ABSTRACT

The negatively charged fraction in proton scattering at

cesiated tungsten is experimentally found to be a strong func-

tion of the parallel (v..) as well as the normal velocity (v.).

In the previous chapter the parallel velocity was included via

the probability method. In that treatment the atom was fixed

and the metal was moving. In this chapter we will include the

parallel velocity via the amplitude method. Here, however, the

metal is fixed and the atom is moving. As in the probability

method also the amplitude method shows that v.. may be taken

into account by displacing the Fermi sphere in the existing

theory by S?»VII. A simple model and a more complete calcula-

tion explain the H scattering data.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Charge exchange between atom or ion beams with surfaces in

the energy range of a few eV to many keV is an increasingly

studied phenomenon. Like in the closely related problem of the

charged fraction of sputtered particles, it has intriguing

theoretical aspects. In the case of atoms with a valence level

near the substrate Fermi level the dominant mechanism for in-

terchanging charge with the surface is direct hopping of elec-

trons (resonant process), rather than Auger neutralization

[1-5].

A readily available experimental result is the charged

fraction of the scattered particles as function of the angle

of incidence or reflection of the particles. For grazing in-

cidence the change of the scattering angle will give, in the

grazing scattering regime, information about the normal velo-

city dependence of the charged fraction. The parallel velocity

is then in first approximation constant. Only increasing the

incident energy will increase the parallel velocity. This way

of separating the normal and the parallel velocity dependence

seems to have been little applied. The experiments of chapter

III, based on these ideas, show for H~ scattered from cesiated

tungsten a strong parallel velocity effect (figure 1).

2. THEORETICAL

The closeness of the hydrogen affinity level to the Fermi

level suggests operation of the resonant process. Our theore-

tical approach of this resonant charge transfer process will

be on basis of the system atom-jellium. This jellium limita-

tion is not too serious. At not too small (> 2 aQ) distances

the atom couples most strongly to the free electron like sp-

orbitals of the substrate. At reasonable low velocities

(v, <1.0 10 m/s) the coupling at large distances is the

most important, and so for these low velocities a jellium

approximation seems justified.

He also will assume that the affinity level is the only

level in interaction with the conduction band. In principle
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Fig. 1 - The U fraction of the scattered particles as function

of the normal velocity. The data points are indicated

by OOOOO for 400 &V (which corresponds to a parallel

velocity of ft*2.8 . 10
,5

m/s) by D D D D D for 1000 eV

(M 4.5 . 103 m/s) and by AAAAA for 2000 eV (« 6.3 . 10s

m/s). The calculations arm indicated by for 400

eV, by -.-.- for 1000 eV and by for 2000 eV. la

figure la the work function is 1.45 éV, in figure lb

the work function is 2.15 eV.

the resonant charge transfer of electrons between a metal sur-

face and an atom, which has a stable negative ion, is a two-

electron problem. The separation between ionization and affi-

nity level in case of hydrogen is so large, that the neutra-

lization respectively formation of a negative ion can be con-

sidered to be uncorrelated.
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The problem will be handled within an Anderson model frame-

work, wherein one single orbital <l>a mixes with the eigenstates

4>£ of the semi-infinite jellium.

The Hamiltonian for a single electron of momentum p ~ (p..,

p.) and coordinate x= (x.., z) is

P2 - -
H = ̂ - + V(x()-v,,t, z- Z(t)) + V e f f (z) (1)

where v.. is the velocity parallel to the surface, assumed to

be constant, Z the distance from the atom to the surface, V

in the case of negative ionization the potential of the active

electron in the neutral atom core and V g f f the effective po-

tential of the jellium surface. V e f f is composed out of ex-

change and correlation terms of the free electron gas and of

terms which account for the in the surface induced image char-

ges by the in front of the surface situated "affinity" elec-

tron and atomic core. The expansion of the total wave function

ijj in terms of pure metallic wavefunctions <JJJ* and the atomic

wavefunction i|> . where the atomic and metallic states are as-
a

sumed to be orthonormal, is

M, = Z Cj**j*<x) + ca U iea(X|(,z- Z(t)) (2)

U is the Galilean transformation operator

/... x„- i t v„ . p.. ] (3)
and is such that U fo (x) exp(-iE_(2)t) is a solution of the

Cl Ql

time-dependent Schrödinger equation for an atom at Z moving

with uniform velocity v.. parallel to the surface, with Ea<Z)

the energy eigenvalue of orbital ij> at Z.

The expansion (2) is substituted into the time-dependent

Schrödinger equation belonging to (1)
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When, multiplying by i(/ or <//£, integrating over all x and

using the assumed orthogonality of the a and Jc states and the

algebra of the p.. and x.. operators in (3), we obtain the Hei-

senberg equations of motion

i èa-Ba(t) c a + | e E e x p t K E ^ - E ^ t l T ^ g j ^ t ) (4)

C ] ? +c a exp[-i(Ejj-E]j_3)t]T*5j_ü)i(t) (5)

In eq. (4) and (5) Eg is the energy eigenvalue fclicl of

Ea(t) = Ea(Z(t)), (5=v... The matrix element T-j^ is

( j u = <k|V(x|j#z- Z(t)) li> (6)

in which Ik> is the metallic state and I i> the atomic state.

Our aim is the calculate the expectation value

<na (») > - <c* («) c a («) > {7)

of the charge in the affinity level at time t -• «», so for the

measurements of < n > after the particle has left the metal.

He assume a separability between the it and t dependence of

) = PJt u ( t ) (8J

Now the Cj*'s may be eliminated [2,4] except for the operators

cj| at an initial time tQ to give the basic integro-differen-

tial equation for ca.

dt' u(t)u*(t') ƒ due A(«) c, (t1) (9)
a
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• where

I In the case of a motion parallel to the surface at ZQ eq. (9)

I may be solved exactly to give

I
t f(Ei?+S' E F ' T )

' <n '" % - - K u
(z)> = z !s±—E

I? I Eg - E a (Zc) - A (Eg) + i % A (Eg) r
A ((j) is the Hilbert transform of A(u) and f(Ej*+g, Ep,T) the

Fermi function.

E

Pj* is given by T,j*, A {Z^) - Equation (11) shows that the effect

of a motion purely parallel to the surface is just a displace-

ment of the Fermi sphere by Q. With suitable parameters eg.

(11) may give a reduction in na with increasing v., such as seen

experimentally in figure 1.

Unfortunately, eq. (9) is only soluble numerically [5]

except for the wide band limit, that means for A(u) energy in-

dependent on the energy scale of A and (E p-E ) . Then the u in-

tegral in eq. (8) defines a delta function and we have

where

A(t) = lu(t)|2A (14)

Integration of eq. (13) from t-»-« to t-» °° and substitution

of ca(») into eq. (7) gives
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<na(-)>- ƒƒ £ f{Ejj+g,Ep,T) iPgl
2 u(t)u(f)

« g(lïcl,t) g*(l3tl,t')dtdt' (15)

where

g(lïcl,t) *exp{-iEj»t- ƒ i Ea(t') + h A(t') Idt') (16)

t

In eg. (15) we have assuaed that the **«ory of the initial

charge is lost. Again in eq. (15), the only effect of the pa-

rallel velocity is seen to be to displace the Fermi sphere.

Equation (15) can be converted to

l2>€
It C, • * j •_ * /i !? i j_ * .a.»- I ™

<n (-)>-! JV *T* c 9 = S-.bAtt) g(IKI,t)dt
Ikll. <IPJ?I % (17)

where < >£ implies averaging over the surface Eg * € in it space.

First we will focuss on two analytical soluble situations.

For a motion parallel to the surface at a distance Zc eq.

(17) can be converted into

<na(Zn)>= ƒ d€ ^±S—E h 1(Z )>= ƒ d€ ^ ^ i.I £
Vo k 6 (€-Ea(Zc))

2 + ^ ~

(18)

Here is -V the position of the bottom of the conduction band

with respect to the vacuum level. We see here that the main

contribution to <na(Z )> coming from it states wherefore

lEjj-Eal < h A.
Another analytical soluble situation is E a» constant,

A » A Q exp(-aZ) with Z * v^ t (uniform normal velocity). Then

cosh [M€^-Ea) / 2avx ]
it t

(19)
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Fig. 2 - Sketch of the contours of .(J»-̂I and the Fermi spheres

1/2. Vertical arrows

I
f(E-*.Ep,T) = and f (E-*+-+,EF,T)

show the direction of increasing IP^I • The dotted

(half)ring indicates the resonant and filled states in

case the Fermi sphere is not shifted. The dark ring

section indicates the resonant and filled states in

case the Fermi sphere is shifted over Q.

The first term of the integrant is a peaked distribution

with a width av., which is equal to the level width at the ef-

fective charge transfer distance Z (freezing distance) as de-

fined in [3,6] and chapter II. So also for this situation the

contributions to <na (<») > are coining from 5c states wherefore

|E£- Eal < h A{Z*).

The characteristic decrease of <n, (<=)> with increase of v M

a II

(whereas it increases with v.) seen in figure 1, comes from

the decreased number of metal states which are resonant and fil-

led (the dark area in figure 2) and from the anisotropy of IP«I
2 2 2

(see figure 2). Approximately |Pj*| »exp(-b kjj+ (b-a) kf),

where the H~ orbital is approximated by exp(-r /2b), and a=

2Z /\TTT where * is the work function, and Z is the effective
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charge transfer distance. In figure 2 we see now that the re-

sonant and filled states are situated in a region where I P*I

is small. Calculations with the simple formula (19) confirm

that the effect is of the right order of magnitude.

In fact the affinity level of hydrogen will vary quite

strongly with Z, as is known from Local Density Functional Cal-

culations [7], lying below E F at small Z but at large Z ap-

proaching 0.75 eV below vacuum, which lies above Ep. Starting

from eq. (17) and by assuming that the main contributions to

<na(<*)> are coming from ic states around Ej*=Ea(Z) and that they

are on the scale of A(Z) not strongly dependent on C, we can

approximate eq. (17) by

<na(«•) •» ƒ dt |iVlT(Z(t)) %A(t)'
-vo —

exp{-i€t-/ [i Ea(f) + %A(t')] df}dt | 2 (20)

t

Herein N~(Z) is defined by <n(Z)> of eq. (18).
a

The numerical calculations are performed by using eq. (20)

and the model of chapter II to estimate pjj= Tjf-jfZ) and E (Z).

The nuaerical calculations show good agreement with the experi-

mental data {see figure 1).

3. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion we have described the effect of the parallel

velocity v.. on the spinless Anderson model theory of resonant

charge exchange where for jellium surfaces it acts to displace

the Fermi sphere by 3-v... The comparison with the experimental

data for H + on cesium covered tungsten is satisfactory.
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CHAPTER V

The Scattering of Hydrogen
from Cesiated Tungsten Surfaces

ABSTRACT

The reflection of protons from a partially cesiated tung-

sten surface is studied in the energy domain between 100 and

2000 eV and in the angular domain between 75 and 85 with

respect to the surface normal. The study is performed by mea-

suring the angular and energy distribution of the scattered

negative ions.

The reflection can take place along two pathes. One path

is reflection from the cesium surface layer, the other one is

reflection from the tungsten substrate. A dependence of the

final charge state on the path is observed. It is inferred that

this phenomenon is due to incomplete neutralization of the

protons scattered from the cesium layer.

The energy loss of the reflected ions cannot be accounted

for by using only the binary collision model. Also the electro-

nic stopping of the atoms by the metal electrons is shown to

be an important energy loss mechanism.

Total conversion measurements of H' to H~ combined with the

measurements of the negatively charged fraction of the scatter-

ed particles, as reported in chapter III, yield the particle

reflection coefficient as a function of the angle of incidence.

These reflection coefficients show that for angles of incidence

less than 75 already more than 50% of the particles do not

reflect from the surface.

Total conversion efficiency measurements with H ions as

primary ions show that the influence of the initial charge

state on the total conversion is very small.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In chapter III the negatively charged fraction of hydrogen

scattered from a cesiated tungsten surface is studied. The de-

pendence of this charged fraction on the normal as well as the

parallel velocity component could be determined. This efficient

H formation process can be applied in low energy neutral hy-

drogen detectors and in the larg-s H~ sources required for nu-

clear fusion (100 A and 200 keV). For these applications it is,

however, also important to know which fraction of the particles

reflects from the surface and how large the energy loss of

these particles during the reflection is.

until recently most attention, theoretical as well as expe-

rimental, was paid to the reflection process of normal incident

hydrogen atoms and molecules [1,2,3,4]. The interest is mainly

coming from the importance of normal incidence in plasma wall

interactions. For the above mentioned applications of the sur-

face H~ formation process it is, however, preferable to use

grazing angles of incidence. For grazing angles the reflection

coefficient will increase and the energy loss will decrease.

The hydrogen reflection process for grazing angles and low

energies (< 2000 eV) has been subject of just a few numerical

studies [5], especially for the combination of grazing angles

and covered surfaces a very limited amount of data, experimen-

tal as well as theoretical, is available. In this paper we will

now discuss the reflection of grazing incident protons from

cesiated tungsten, the incident energy is below 2000 eV. We

will limit ourselves to protons as incident ions, the reflec-

tion of molecular hydrogen ions will be discussed in a next

paper. In section 2 the apparatus by which the measurements

are performed is described and in section 3 the results are

discussed.

I 2. THE APPARATUS

i The apparatus in principle can be separated into two cham-

i bers, the primary beam line chamber and the UHV vacuum chamber

( (see figure 1). In the primary beam line chamber an H+, at or Ht !

[ * J ';

I beam in energy ranging from 20 eV to 10000 eV, with an opening ï
'y 'J?
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H

Fig. 2 - Schematic view of the experimental set up; (1) is the

ion source, 12) the stripper, (3) the Uien filter, (4)

the Heddle lens aysten, (S) the target, (6) the cesium

dispenser, (7) the Faraday cup, (8) the energy analy-

ser, (9) the Kelvin probe.
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angle of approximately 0.5° (PWHM) and a beam diameter of 1 mm

can be made. In the UHV chamber the target and the detector

are placed. In the following we will first describe the primary

beam line.

Thei>beam line consists of an ion source, a stripper, a mass

selector and a five-cylinder acceleration and deceleration lens

system.

2.1. The ion source;

The ion source is an electron impact source (see [1], in

figure 1). The acceleration voltage of the electrons is roughly

40 V. The hydrogen pressure in the source is of the order of

1.0 10 Torr. The ions which can be extracted from the source

are H+, H^, H* and, if the extraction voltage is reversed, also

H~. The extraction voltage is 400 V.

2.2. The stripper:

After extraction collimation takes place. From the source

an ion beam is extracted with a relative large angular spread.

The stripper (see [2], in figure 1) now collimates this beam

in such a way that all the particles in the beam leaving the

stripper can fulfil the target (image) plane requirements with

respect to opening angle and beam width of the final beam. Fur-

thermore, the collimation is such that the intensity is maximum

at the target. The requirements for a 400 eV beam are, 1 mm

diameter and 0.5° opening angle in the image plane. The strip-

per is a three-cylinder lens system which is operated in the

einzellens mode. The focal points are located in the entrance

and exit planes of the lens; so that width and opening angle of

the beam can be chosen independent of each other by chosing

the diameters of exit diaphragm and entrance diaphragms, res-

pectively. The stripper is placed in a differentially pumped

chamber. The pressure is 1.0 l0 Torr.

2.3. The Wien filter:

In the Wien filter the ions are selected on mass (see [3],

in figure l). A Wien filter consists of a magnetic and an elec-
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trie field perpendicular to each other. Both fields are per-

pendicular to the beam propagation direction. For one specific

velocity the magnetic force is compensated by the electrostatic

force and so only one specific mass will go straight on. Ions

with different masses are deflected out of the beam. The velo-

city for which the filter is transparent is given by

The mass resolution is determined by the absolute value of mag-

netic and electric field strength. To increase the mass resolu-

tion without increasing the fields to unpracticle high values,

the filter is placed in the middle elemont of a lens system con-

sisting out of three rectangular tubes with heights much lar-

ger than their widths. Therefore focusing occurs in only one

plane; the plane perpendicular to the focusing plane of the

Wien filter. The complete configuration of Wien filter and lens

therefore has focusing in two dimensions. The lens system is

operated as an einzellens with a decelerating central lens ele-

ment. Therefore the particles have a relatively small velocity,

in the middle tube where the Wien filter is located. Conse-

quently with relatively low electric and magnetic fiels a good

resolution can be achieved.

2.4. The Heddle lens system:

In the Heddle lens system (see [4], in figure 1) the parti-

cles can be accelerated up to 10 keV or decelerated down to

20 eV. In principle this lens system consists out of two three-

cylinder lens systems. In our case these are separated by a

long cylinder which acts on the same hand as the last cylinder

of the first lens system and as the first cylinder of the last

lens system. The lens system is used in the Heddle mode [6]

which means that the focal point of the first lens coincides

with the focal point of the second one. The advantage of this

operation mode is that a beam coming in with a zero beam angle

also leaves the system with a zero beam angle. In the lens it-

self the beam stays alsc rather close to the axis so that lens
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aberations do not play an important role. The angular and

image magnification are both equal to the 1/4 power of the

acceleration or deceleration factor. This means that the magni-

fication does not vary much with energy. The differentially

pumped chamber of the lens system has a pressure of 1.0 10~

Torr.

2.5. The ÜHV chamber:

The beam line chamber and the UHV chamber are separated by

a pumping resistance. The working pressure in UHV chamber is
— 91.0 10 Torr which is obti

a titanium sublimation pump

— 91.0 10 Torr which is obtained by a turbo-molecular pump and

2.6. The target:

The target (see [5], in figure 1) is mounted- in the center

of the UHV chamber. It can rotate about the central axis of the

chamber; the front of the target coincides with the central

axis. The target is the (110) surface of a single crystal tung-

sten ribbon, the dimensions of the crystal are 15 by 2 by 0.2

mm. The crystal is supported by two tungsten rods. By ohmical-

ly heating it can be heated up to 2700 K. For the cleaning of •

the crystal a standard oxygen treatment [7] is used. The clean-

ing procedure is checked by LEED and Auger measurements. The

cesium deposited on the surface comes from a cesium dispenser.

The dispensers are obtained from SAES Getters, Italy. The dis-

penser is mounted 10 mm in front of the tungsten crystal.

The work function of the target is measured with a vibrating

capacitor (Kelvin probe) method which is calibrated by the

photo-electric method. Most measurements are performed with a

cesium coverage of half a monolayer which corresponds to a

work function of 1.45 eV and with a thick cesium layer which

corresponds to a work function of 2.15 eV. At room temperature

the thick cesium layer corresponds to a coverage of one mono-

layer [8]; a thicker layer will evaporate until one monolayer

is established. The work function of a thick cesium layer is

2.15 eV.
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2.7. The total conversion measurements:

To do total conversion measurements, it is necessary to

measure the positive current hitting the target and the nega-

tive current reflected from the target. The positive current

is measured as follows: Above the target, on the same support

as the target, a diaphragm is mounted with an opening with

exactly the same dimensions and position as the target crystal.

The support can be shifted downwards until the diaphragm is in

beamline. With a Faraday cup (see [7], in figure 1) which is

positioned behind the diaphragm the total current which hit the

target can thus be measured absolutely. The reflected negative

particles are measured with the same large Faraday cup so that

all the reflected ions can be measured. The measurements are

performed with low work function surfaces. This implies that,

with respect to the surrounding high work function material

(w 4 eV), there is a potential difference. Because of this po-

tential, a part of the positive beam is deflected from the

surface. In the diaphragm measurements of the primary beam

this effect is not present and so the total conversion effi-

ciency will be underestimated. To compensate for this contact

potential difference the target is kept on a potential of res-

pectively -2,5 and -1.8 V depending on whether a partial cesium

layer or a thick cesium layer is used.

2.8. The Faraday cup:

The Faraday cup (see [7], in figure 1) can rotate about the

central axis of the system. The opening angle of the cup in the

plane containing the beam line and the surface normal is 60°,

the total opening angle i:& 1/4 n sterad. In front of the cup

three grids are placed. Starting from the cup, the first grid

is to retard tha secundary electrons created by the particles

which hit the :.nner walls of the cup. The voltage on that grid

is -30 V. The second grid is to retard those positive ions of

the primary beam which flow around the target and hit the Fara-

day cup directly. The voltage of this grid is 10 Volts more

than the energy of the primary beam. The last grid is on ground

potential and shields the chamber from the electric fields in
4

the cup. j$

4?
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2.9. The energy analyser:

Differential measurements can be performed by replacing the

Faraday cup by a parallel plate energy analyser (see [8], in

figure 1). The plates are positioned under 45° with respect to

the incoming particles. The distance between entrance and exit

slit is 100 mm, the width of both slits is 1.3 nun. In front of

the analyser a three-slit lens system is placed, with this lens

the acceptance angle of the analyser can be varied between 1°

and 6°. This gives rise to a change of the intensity of the

energy spectrum as well as to a change of the energy resolution.

So the energy resolution can be varied between 0.5% and 4%.

Furthermore, it is possible to operate the analyser system in

a decelerating mode. The particles are then decelerated in the

lens system before they enter the analyser. For the retarded

particles the relative energy resolution stays the same but,

because of the decreased nominal particle energy, the absolute

resolution decreases.

Above 400 eV the charged fraction of the scattered parti-

cles can be determined. When no voltages are applied to the

analyser the total amount of particles which goes straight

through the analyser will be detected by a channeltron. When

voltages are applied only the neutral particles impinge on the

channeltron. By using the channeltron detection efficiencies

for H and H~ of Crandall et al. [9] the charged fraction as

function of the scattering angle can be determined. The rela-

tive intensity of the scattered positive and negative currents

can be determined by comparing the absolute intensities of the

energy spectra of the scattered H + and H~ ions.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In chapter III the velocity dependence of the negatively

charged fraction of the scattered hydrogen atoms was consider-

ed. It turned out that the normal as well as the parallel ve-

locity component were influencing the final charge state. In

this chapter we will mainly concentrate on the scattering

process. This will be done by discussing the measured angular
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and the energy distributions of the scattered particles and

the reflection coefficients deduced from the measurements.

3.1. The scattering distribution

In figure 2 the angular distribution of hydrcgen atoms

scattered from a partially cesium covered surface i~ shown.

The priuiary beam energy is 400 eV and the angle oi incidence

is respectively 85°, 80° and 75° with respect to the surface

3
00
ce
<
I
X
+
o

Fig. 2 -

The angular distribu-

tion of the scattered

particles (H°+H~). The

surface is a cesiated

tungsten surface ($*

J.45 eV), the incident

energy is 400 eV.

normal. The scattering distribution is more or less specular,

with a FWHM of respectively 9.0°, 13.6° and 18.5°. The rather

broad angular distributions lead to the idea that, despite the

grazing angles of incidence and so despite of the low normal

velocities, the surface is not flat. Penetration of the sur-

face therefore will play an important role in the scattering

process.
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In figure 3 the energy distributions of the scattered H~

particles are suown. The parameters are the angles of inciden-

ce and detection. The energy of the primary particles is

1000 eV. Most curves show a double peak structure, correspon-

ding to energy losses of the order of 5% and 15%. For decrea-

sing angles of incidence or detection these peaks shift to

higher energies. The large energy loss of up to 20% cannot be

explained by a binary collision model. The binary collision

model gives rise to energy losses of the order of 0.5%.

These observations lead to the following conclusions. The

hydrogen atoms apparently are scattered from the surface along

two pathes. The first path is reflection from the cesium sur-

face layer, the second one is reflection from the tungsten sub-

strate layer. The tungsten surface is the (110) plane, so the

grazing incident atoms can be caught in a surface half channel.

For \000 eV hydrogen on tungsten the acceptance angle for

channeling is of the order of 20°. So despite the fact that

the exact orientation of the crystal is not known we may assume

that the probability for being caught in a surface half chan-

nel is large. Because the crystal is fixed in the chamber, this

supposition cannot be checked by rotating the crystal around .

the surface normal. In the surface channels the electron densi-

ty is rather high and so the amount of stopping by the metal

electrons is considerable, the stopping by the tungsten nuclei

will be of minor importance. The stopping power for 1000 eV

hydrogen atoms in tungsten is of the order of 1.5 eV/a [10].

This means that on the average the particles stay for 80 a in

a surface channel, hereafter scattering out of the surface

channel will take place.

We will now apply this qualitative model to the date in

figure 3. More grazing angles in general give rise to a longer

path along the surface and will have a larger energy loss.

This behaviour is seen in figure 3 where for a fixed angle of

incidence the energy loss increases with increasing scattering

angle. For a fixed scattering angle a and different angles of

incidence 0, see e.g. a = 8 0 0 and 0=85°, 80° and 75°, however,

the energy loss is almost the same. Probably the path length

in a surface channel is not strongly dependent on the incident

angle.
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ENERGY

Fig. 3 - The energy distribution of the scattered H~ ions, r.'he

surface is a cesiated tungsten surface (t*1.45 eV) ,

the incident energy is 1000 eV. The angle of incidence

is 85°, 80° and ?S°, respectively. The primary energy

is indicated with an arrow.

The evidence that the peak with the large energy loss is

coining from tungsten scattering is also coming from the fact

that for a clean tungsten surface this peak, which now has a

very low intensity, is at the same position. The peak which we

contributed to scattering from the cesium surface layer is

absent.
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As to be expected the number of ions reflected from cesium

is strongly dependent on the angle of incidence. Increasing

angles of incidence show an increasing amount of particles re-

flected from the cesium layer. Also the particles reflected

from the cesium layer have an energy loss (3%) which is much

larger than the energy loss expected from the binary collision

model (0.5%). Probably also in the cesium layer the particles

will undergo multiple collisions. Because the position of

cesium atoms on the tungsten crystal is less ordered than the

tungsten crystal itself [11] the path along the surface will

be shorter. This combined with a stopping power of cesium which

is a factor of 4 smaller than that of tungsten, the energy

loss will be much lower.

3.2. The dependence of the final charge state on the re-

flection path

In figure 4 the negatively charged fraction is measured as

a function of the scattering angle at the angles of incidence

85° and 75°. The primary energy of the incident protons is

400 eV. The charged fraction is 40% for angles of incidence of

75° and 80° and 35% for angles of incidence of 85°. For 85°

angle of incidence much more particles scatter from the cesium

layer than in the case of 75° and 80°. So probably the H~ for-

mation probability is dependent on the fact whether the parti-

cles scatter from the cesium atoms or not. This behaviour is

also measured by Eckstein et al. [2]j for normal incident hy-

drogen molecular ions on cesiated nickel they measure a lower

H yield for particles scattered from the cesium atoms than

for particles scattered from the tungsten substrate layer. The

explanation of these results can be found in the incomplete

neutralization of the incident protons.

The non-resonant neutralization process of the protons is

strongly dependent on the metal electron density at the tur-

ning point of the trajectory of the scattered particles. As

shown by Wojciechowski and by Rasser et al. [12,13] the ratio

of the electron density at the tungsten surface and at the ce-
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sium surface is of the order of 100. So for ions reflecting

from the tungsten surface the neutralization probability is

much larger than the neutralization probability for particles

reflecting from the cesium surface layer.

After scattering the protons which were immediately neutra-

lized in the ground state can become H in the outgoing tra-

jectory. The protons, however, which did not neutralize or

were neutralized in an excited state, can only become negative

if the protons are first neutralized in the ground state. Be-

cause this neutralization or deexcitation process will take

some time, the H~ formation process will start at relatively

large distances from the surface. The final negative fraction

- thus will be smaller than in the case of a ground state atom

leaving the surface.

Figure 4 shows that for low normal outgoing velocities the

negatively charged fraction is independent of the angle of in-

40-

30-

£»|

10-

AO

}'

90 85 80 75 70

Fig. 4 -

The negatively charged

fraction of the scat-

tered particles as

function of the scat-

tering angle. The inci-

dent energy is 400 eV,

the surface is cesiated

tungsten ($-1.45 eV) .

The angle of incidence

is respectively $5° (o).

80* and 75° (O) .

a
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cidence. For these velocities the neutralization probability

in front of the surface is probably unity and it does not mat-

ter whether the particles scatter from cesium or tungsten. For

scattering angles smaller than 75° the data for angles of inci-

dence of 75°, 80° and 85° converge. From figure 3 can be seen

that for these angles almost all the particles scatter from

the tungsten surface, independent of the incident angle. So

for decreasing angles the negatively charged fraction will

converge to the same value. For normal incidence and large

velocities (>3.0 10 m/s) Eckstein et al. [2] measured that

more than 5% of the reflected particles is not neutralized at

all, the survival probability is even larger for protons scat-

tered from cesium. For these large normal velocities the neu-

tralization is very insuffifient. It thus gives rise to a

strongly reduced H yield compared to the yield obtained with

particles starting as neutral at the surface.

3.3. The total H conversion efficiency

Figure 5 shows the total H conversion efficiency, that is

the total reflected H~ current divided by the H current im-

pinging on the target, as a function of the number of cesium

depositions on the surface. A cesium deposition is obtained

by heating the dispenser for a well-defined time. One deposi-

tion roughly corresponds to an increase of the cesium coverage
14 1

with 0.35 10 at/cm . In the figure also the work function

is shown. The work function is measured after each cesium de-

position. The energy of the incident protons is 400 eV and

the angle of incidence is 82°. From clean tungsten almost no

H~ ions reflect from the surface. For increasing coverage the

work function decreases while simultaneously the H~ yield in-

creases. For an extensive discussion of the dependence of the

H yield on the work function we refer to the preceding chap-

ters.

Figure 6a and 6b show the total conversion efficiency as a

function of the angle of incidence and energy of the primary

protons. The surface is covered with half a monolayer cesium

(«=1.45 eV) and a thick cesium layer (<D=2.15 eV) , respecti-
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P I

Fig. 5 -

The work function of

the metal and the total

H~ conversion efficien-

cy as a function of the

number of cesium cover-

ages. A cesium cover-

age corresponds roughly

to 0.35 1014 at/cm2.

The angle of incidence

is 82°. The energy of

the H+ ions is 400 eV.

10 20
NUMBER OF CESIUM COVERAGES

vely. We first concentrate on reflection from a partly ce-
sium covered surface. The maximum of the curves show a decrease
with increasing total energy; this behaviour is also seen in
the differential measurements, reported in chapter III and can
be contributed to the finite velocity of the metal electrons.
The decrease of the total conversion for large angles of inci-
dence is due to the decreasing normal velocity of the scatter-
ed particles. This gives rise, according to figure 4, to a de-
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The total conversion

efficiency as & func-

tion of the angle of

incidence 6. The data

points are indicated by

($) for 100 eV, by (£)

for 200 eV, by fV; for

400 eV, by (Ci) for

1000 eV and by (o) for

2000 eV. The vork func-

tion of the surface is

1.45 eV.

70 78 82 86 90

creasing final H~ fraction. For decreasing angles of incidence

the total conversion measurements show a decrease of the char-

ged fraction. The explanation of this decrease can be found in

a decrease of the reflection coefficient for these angles of

incidence. The total conversion of scattering from a thick ce-

sium layer (figure 6b) is much lower than in the case the sur-

face is partially covered with cesium. For low energies (100

eV, 200 eV) increasing angles of incidence give decreasing con-
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version efficiencies. This can be understood in terns of a

decreasing normal velocity which will give rise to a decreasing

H~ fraction. For larger energies (2000 eV) the conversion in-

creases for increasing angles. This can be understood in terns

of an increasing reflection coefficient doninating the decrease

of the conversion because of decreasing normal velocity.



3.4. The reflection coefficients

From the charged fraction measurements of the scattered

particles as reported in chapter III and the total con-

version ineasureinents as reported in this chapter we can make an

estimate of the reflection coefficients. To this end we wake

use of the following assumptions: (1) the particles reflect

specularly from the surface; (2) no broadening of the scatter-

ing distributions takes place; (3) the energy loss during the

reflection will be neglected; and (4) the charged fraction of

the scattered particle is only dependent on the outgoing velo-

city. The results of this estimate are shown in figure 7.

Figure 7a shows the reflection coefficient for scattering

from a tungsten surface covered with a thick cesium layer and

figure 7b the reflection coefficient for scattering of a par-

Fig. 7a - The reflection coefficient as function of the -angle

of incidence. The incident energy is respectively

400 ev ( ;, 2000 eV (-.-.-) and 2000 eV ( ).

The measurements are performed at a thick cesium

layer.

Fig. 7b - The tungsten surface is here partially covered with

cesium. The work function is 1.45 eV.
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tially cesiated tungsten surface. The angular regime is from

74° to 86°. As expected we see that the reflection coefficient

increases for increasing angles. The most striking of these

results is, that at an angle of 74° the reflection coefficient

for 1000 eV and 2000 eV is of the order of 30%, which is very

low. It comes close to the reflection of hydrogen from gra-

phite as reported by Eckstein et al. [3]. The influence of

the density of the cesium layer on the reflection coefficient

clearly can be seen for 400 eV. Here the reflection coeffi-

cient is significantly higher for a thick cesium layer than

for a partial cesium layer.

3.5. H~ ions as primary particles

The influence of the initial charge state on the charge

state after scattering is studied by scattering H~ instead of

H from the surface. The total "conversion" efficiency, is

now defined as the H~ current reflected from the surface di-

vided by the primary H~ current hitting the surface. Within

the experimental accuracy, the dependence of the conversion

efficiency on the cesium coverage is the same for H~ and H +

ions (figure 5). So for clean tungsten almost all the H~ ions

reflect as H° while for increasing cesium coverage the H~

yield increases and is again maximal for minimum work function.

In figure 8 the total conversion efficiency is shown as a

function of the primary energy and the angle of incidence.

; The cesium coverage is such that the work function of the

surface is minimal (»» 1.45 eV). Also the total conversion

* measurements with H + as primary ion of figure 6a are shown.

This figure shows that within the experimental accuracy there

is no difference between both sets of measurements. From the

< measurements in figure 5 and 8 one can conclude that H~ ions

: reflecting from a clean tunsten surface, or in case' of a ce-

I slum coverage from the tungsten under layer, will be neutral

j at the surface. In the outgoing trajectory the atoms can again

I pick up an electron, this depending on the work function.
i
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The total conversion

efficiency as a func-

tion of the angle of

incidence B. The open
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For ions reflecting from the cesium atoms one can expect a

final charge state which depends on the charge of the initial

ion. The H+ ions can ba converted at the cesium atoms to H° or

will stay H , the H~ ions will be converted to H . Conversion

of H~ or H° to H+ is very improbable. As discussed at figure 4,

the primary H~ ions can thus give rise, for angles of reflec-

tion smaller than 85°, to a larger H yield than H ions. With-

in the experimental accuracy the measurements of figure 8 do

not show this difference. Probably the fraction of particles

reflected from the cesium atoms is too small to give a measura-

ble effect in the total conversion efficiency.
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4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In the energy and angular range considered we can summarize

the reflection process of protons from a cesiated surface as

follows: The protons can scatter along two pathes, one is scat-

tering from the cesium surface, the other one is scattering

from the tungsten substrate surface. If they scatter from the

tungsten surface the particles have a large probability to be

caught in a surface channel. They then move through a surface

channel over a distance of approximately 80 aQ. In the channel

the atom will loose energy due to collisions with metal elec-

trons and, for a smaller amount, by collisions with the tung-

sten atoms. This gives rise to energy losses of the order of

15%. A part of the particles will finally scatter out of the

surface channels. In the channels we expect that in the energy

range under consideration almost all the ions are neutralized.

After the neutral atoms have left the surface they can become

H~; the H~ formation probability is strongly dependent on the

parallel as well as the normal velocity components.

The protons which scatter directly from the cesium layer

have a small probability to reflect as proton; these protons

have a smaller probability to become H~. The reflection coeffi-

cient in the angular regime from 75° to 85° goes from 40% to

80%. These reflection coefficients for cesiated tunsten and

grazing angles of incidence do not agree with the calculations

by the computer codes MARLOWE and TRIM [3] for. the reflection

of hydrogen from materials as Cu and Au, but roughly agree

with the calculations of the reflection of hydrogen on C.

The total H~ conversion efficiency can have values up to 35%.

This large total efficiency makes the surface process applica-

ble in low energy neutral hydrogen detectors and in large R~

sources to be used in future nuclear fusion experiments.

The dependence of the total conversion efficiency on the ini-

tial charge is negligible. So in a neutral hydrogen detector

based on the surface process, H+,. H° and H~ can be detected

with the same efficiency.
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Summary

In this thesis electron transfer between atoms and metal

surfaces in general is discussed and the negative ionization

of hydrogen by scattering protons at a cesiated crystalline

tungsten (110) surface in particular. Experimental results and

a novel theoretical analysis are presented.

In chapter I a theoretical overview of resonant electron

transitions between atoms and metals is given.

In the first part of chapter II atom-metal electron transi-

tions at .a fixed atom-metal distance are described on the basis

of a model developed by Gadzuk. This Gadzuk model only des-

cribes the electron transitions between an atomic ionization

level and a metal conduction band. On the basis of this model

positive surface ionization of the alkalis is described con-

sistently. To describe also negative surface ionization, the

Gadzuk model is extended in this work to the electron transi-

tions between an affinity level and a metal conduction band.

In the second part of chapter II the influence of the mo-

tion of the atom on the atomic charge state is incorporated.

This is done with a probability method and with an amplitude

method. In both methods the electron transitions are treated

quantum mechanically and the nuclear motion classically. In

the probability method the time evolution of the probability

of being in a specific charge state is considered/ in the

amplitude method the time evolution of the corresponding wave

function amplitude. A comparison between both methods is made.

Measurements presented in chapter III show a strong depen-

dence of the fraction of negatively charged H atoms scattered

at cesiated tungsten, on the normal as well as the parallel

velocity component. In the above mentioned probability and am-

plitude' mehtods only the normal velocity is a parameter. In

chapter III we propose a mechanism, based on the finite velo-

city of the metal electrons, which takes into account the ef-

fect of the parallel velocity on the charge state. This mecha-

nism is incorporated in the probability method. Model calcu-

lations show a satisfactory agreement between the experimental

data and the theoretical method.
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In chapter IV the proposed mechanism for the parallel velo-

city effect is incorporated in the amplitude method. Also with

this method the agreement between experiment and theory is

satisfactory.

The scattering process of protons incident under grazing

angles on a cesium covered surface is studied in chapter V.

This is done by measuring the angular and energy distribution

of the scattered atoms and the reflection coefficients. From

these data several possible trajectories of the nuclei at the

surface can be concluded. The dependence of the charge state

on the trajectory of the nucleus is studied. Furthermore it

is shown* that the charge state after scattering is independent

of the charge state of the incident atoms.
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Samenvatting

Dit proefschrift handelt over de overdracht van electronen

tussen atomen en metaal oppervlakken. Er wordt hierbij voorna-

melijk ingegaan op de negatieve ionisatie van waterstof door

verstrooiing van protonen aan een gecesieerd wolfraam (110)

oppervlak. Zowel experimentele resultaten, als ook een nieuwe

theoretische analyse worden gepresenteerd.

In hoofdstuk I wordt een theoretisch overzicht van resonan-

te overdracht van elektronen tussen atomen en metalen gegeven.

Zeer belangrijk voor het onderhavige werk is de theorie van

Gadzuk.

Gadzuk ontwikkelde een model dat resonante overdracht van

elektronen tussen een atomair ionisatieniveau on een metaal-

geleidingsband beschrijft; de atoom-metaal afstand is hierbij

vast. Met behulp van dit model is een consistente beschrijving

van positieve ionisatie van alkali's aan metaaloppervlakken

gegeven.

In het eerste deel van hoofdstuk II wordt het Gadzuk model

uitgebreid met de overdracht van elektronen tussen een affini-

teitsniveau en een metaal-geleidingsband. Een beschrijving van

negatieve ionisatie wordt dan mogelijk.

In het tweede deel van hoofdstuk II wordt de invloed van

de beweging van het atoom op de atomaire ladingstoestand na-

gegaan. Dit wordt gedaan met een waarschijnlijkheidsmethode

en een amplitudemethode. Bij beide methoden wordt de beweging

van de elektronen quantummechanisch behandeld en de beweging

van de kern klassiek. Bij de waarschijnlijkheidsmethode wordt

de tijdsevolutie van de waarschijnlijkheid om in een bepaalde

toestand te verkeren beschouwd, bij de amplitudemethode de

tijdsevolutie van de amplitude van de corresponderende golf-

funktie. Beide methoden worden met elkaar vergeleken.

De metingen in hoofdstuk III laten voor de ladingsfraktie na

verstrooiing een sterke afhankelijkheid zien van de loodrechte

en de parallelle snelheidscomponent. In de hierboven aange-

haalde methode wordt alleen de normale snelheidscomponent in

rekening gebracht. In hoofdstuk III wordt een mechanisme voor-
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gesteld dat het parallelle snelheidseffekt kan verklaren.

Aan dit mechanisme ligt de eindige snelheid van de elektronen

in het metaal ten grondslag. Het mechanisme is in dit hoofd-

stuk volgens de waarschijnlijkheidsmethode verwerkt. Model-

berekeningen laten een goede overeenstemming tussen experiment

en theorie zien.

In hoofdstuk IV wordt het voorgestelde mechanisme in de

amplitudemethode ingebouwd. Ook hier is de overeenstemming

tussen theorie en experiment bevredigend.

Het verstrooiingsproces van scherend invallende protonen

aan gecesieerde oppervlakken wordt besproken in hoofdstuk V.

Dit wordt gedaan aan de hand van de hoekverdelingen en de

energieverdelingen van de verstrooide atomen en van de reflec-

tie coëfficiënten. Uit deze gegevens blijkt dat er twee essen-

tieel verschillende banen aan het oppervlak mogelijk zijn.

Er wordt nader ingegaan op de afhankelijkheid van de omladings-

waarschijnlijkheid voor de verschillende deeltjesbanen. Verder

blijkt de ladingstoestand na verstrooiing onafhankelijk te

zijn van de ladingstoestand van het invallende waterstof-

atoom.
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Mijn eerste kennismaking met het FOM-Instituut voor Atoom-

en Molecuulfysica dateert van 1974; ik was HTS-stagiaire bij

de BIOM groep. De dynamische sfeer die er heerste gecombineerd

met de didactisch, uiterst analytische en toch menselijke bena-

dering van mijn mentor, Piet Kistemaker, deed me mijn laatste

twijfels over het gaan volgen van een universitaire studie
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Na mijn kandidaatsexamen keerde ik terug op het Instituut.

Mijn doctoraalstage en promotiewerk voerde ik uit onder de be-

zielende leiding van Professor Joop Los. Zijn grote kwaliteiten

als wetenschapper en promotor en zijn menselijke gedrag, een-

voud en vriendelijkheid heb ik steeds zeer bewonderd en me als

voorbeeld gesteld. Dankzij de stimulerende invloed van Joop

heeft dit proefschrift zijn definitieve vorm gekregen.

Velen hebben hiernaast een bijdrage geleverd aan het tot-

stand komen van dit proefschrift. Hen wil ik hier danken.
! Professor J. Kistemaker wil ik danken voor de gelegenheid

die hij geboden heeft, me onbekommerd in zijn dynamisch Insti-

tuur te ontplooien.

Veel dank ben ik verschuldigd aan mijn direkte experimente-

, Ie opvoeder, Aart Kleyn. Zijn vele wijze lessen en adviezen

; hebben mijn leven als experimentator en ook mijn leven daarbui-

ten zeer veraangenaamd. Grote bewondering heb ik voor zijn

enthousiasme en zijn uiterst inspirerende aanwezigheid. In de

ontwerp en bouwfase van de apparatuur heb ik veel steun van

Ernst Granneman ondervonden. Zijn energie en zijn efficiënte

pragmatische aanpak benijd ik. Hans Geerlings ben ik zeer er-

kentelijk voor het vele meetwerk en de in alle opzichten ple-

zierige samenwerking.

: De Franse inbreng in dit proefschrift is van Bernard Rasser,

's met genoegen denk ik terug aan het jaar dat hij op het FOH-

j Instituut werkte. Zijn inspanningen hebben mede bijgedragen tot

ï hoofdstuk II, en bezorgden mij, betreffende het theoretisch

\ begrip van het proces, een vliegende start. Dr. Newns dank ik

; voor de gastvrijheid waarmee hij mij in de zomer van 1982 in
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een door stakingen lam gelegd London heeft weten te ontvangen.

Deze uiterst vruchtbare weken hebben aanleiding gegeven tot het

theoretische hoofdstuk IV.

Zeer veel dank ben ik verschuldigd aan mijn co-referent

professor dr. P.F. de Chatel, zijn zorgvuldige en kritische

begeleiding van het uiteindelijke schrijven van dit proefschrift

is de leesbaarheid duidelijk ten goede gekomen.

Aan de contacten met de DENISErs Peter Massmann en Pieter-

Jan van Bommel zal ik met veel plezier blijven terugdenken.

Henk Hopman en de overige leden van de TN-III groep dank ik

voor de adviezen, vele technische steun en de aangename wijze

waarop zi-j mij in hun groep hebben opgenomen. Thijs Bolhuis ben
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Alle leden van de moleculaire bundelgroep toonden steeds een

grote bereidheid me op alle mogelijke manieren te steunen waar-

voor dank.
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stand komen door de bereidwillige steun van alle technische,
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ben hen allen daar zeer erkentelijk voor.
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prettige sfeer die de afgelopen 6 jaar voor me hebben doen om-
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1- De invloed van de parallelle snelheid V|| op de la-
dingsfraktie van alkali atomen, welke verstrooid
worden aan het oppervlak van een vrije elektronen-
metaal is zeer groot. In de bestaande methoden voor
de beschrijving van de loodrechte snelheidsafhanke-
lijkheid kan de parallelle snelheidsafhankelijkheid
verdisconteerd worden door in de Je ruimte de bol van
gevulde toestanden over een afstand Iw» te verschui-
ven.
-Dit proef schrift f hoofdstuk III en IV.

2. De parallelle snelheidsafhankelijkheid van resonante
ladingsuitwisselingsprocessen tussen een parallel
aan een metaal oppervlak bewegend atoom en het me-
taal, biedt de mogelijkheid informatie te verkrijgen
omtrent de parallelle snelheidsverdeling van metaal-
elektronen aan het oppervlak.

3. Bij de bestudering van de predissociatie van H2 via
tripiet toestanden is het aan te raden deze toestan-
den te prepareren door H^ aan cesium te neutralise-
ren.

4. Voor het optreden van dissociatie bij verstrooiing
van moleculen aan metaaloppervlakken, is de uitwis-
seling van elektronen tussen de moleculen en het me-
taal een belangrijke faktor.
- W. Heiland en E. Taglauerj Sucl.Instr.Meth. 194

(1982) 667.



5. Door gebruik te maken van zwelpoeder en het effect
Van demping door microbuiging, is het mogelijk op
volledig optische wijze penetratie van vocht in
glasvezelkabels te detekteren en te lokaliseren.
- J.T. Krause? Proc. Top.Meeting of Optical Fiber
Communications, Washington DC (1979) 18.

6. Er is experimenteel bewezen dat het mogelijk is
elektronen ringen met stromen van 1 kA te versnel-
len. Indien zulke ringen kunnen worden versneld tot
10 MeV, zou men de beschikking krijgen over een zeer
intense submillimeter stralingsbron.
- D. Taggart, M. Parker, H.J. Hopman and H.H.
Fl&ischman; Twenty-fourth Annual Meeting Division
of Plasma Physics (1982).

7. Bij het gebruik van microkanaalplaten in plaatsge-
voelige deeltjesdetektoren, waarbij men naast de
plaats tevens geïnteresseerd is in de grootte van
de deeltjesflux, wordt het konditioneren van de
platen ten onrechte vaak achterwege gelaten.
- ö. Kees, J.Phys.E, Sci.Instr., 13_ (1980) 763.

8. Voor ionenbundels met ronde doorsneden kan dé trans-
missie van een Wien filter verhoogd worden en de
praktische uitvoering vereenvoudigd, door het filter
op te stellen in de vertragende sectie van een ein-
zellens systeem. De focusserende werking van de ein-
ze! lens dient loodrecht op de intrinsiek focusseren-
de werking van het filter te staan.
- W.H.J. Andersen, Brit.J.Appl.Phys. 2£ (1967) 1573.



9. Onder de kondities die Reiser aanneemt in zijn zgn.
"smooth approximation" kan de ruimteladingsbegrens-
de stroom in periodiek focusserende quadrupool-ka-
nalen, anders dan in de door hem gegeven benadering,
ook analytisch exact berekend worden.
- Reiser; Part.Ace. £ (1978) 167.
- Reiser: J.Appl.Phys. 52 (1981) 555.
- P.W. van Amersfoort, B.H.A. Granneman, 3. Kzste-
maker, F. Siebenlist, R.ff. Thomae, H. Klein en
A. Schempp; FOM-report 55.120-, appendix B (1982).

10. Het belang van het bereiken van een nauwkeurige ge-
definieerde eindtemperatuur in Curie-punt Pyrolyse
Massa Spectrometrie van complex organisch materiaal
wordt sterk overschat.
- H.L.C. Meuzelaar et al.; Anal.Chenu 45_ (1973)
1546.

- W. Windig et al.; J.Anal.Appl.Pyrol. l^ (1979) 39.

11. Wat in de sport onder "afzien" wordt verstaan, is
uitsluitend empirisch te begrijpen.


